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Abstract 

This master thesis investigates how an infrastructure for cultural adoption in a merger and 

acquisition integration could be designed. This research is valuable since prior research indicate 

that culture plays an important role in the success of integrating an acquired firm into the 

acquirer’s organization. However, there has been no research conducted in the field of how the 

culture should be regarded for. Our research took place at the Stockholm office of Logica, an 

Information Technology (IT) consultancy company which was acquired by CGI in August 2012. 

We have by the means of interviews and observations through our study at the case company 

derived numerous factors which all have a positive impact on the cultural adoption. These factors 

have then been categorized into three major themes; Experience, Planning, and Communication. 

These themes, and thus also factors, are not entirely independent but rather impose effects on 

each other, most notably in the case of experience. However, it is still our suggestion that the 

infrastructure for cultural adoption in a merger and acquisition (M&A) integration should address 

these three topics. Furthermore, it is in our beliefs that if these areas are addressed, the frequently 

recurring problem of unsuccessful M&As due to the neglecting of culture can be managed. And 

hopefully, by applying an infrastructural approach, it will aid the cultural adoption and moreover 

increase the probability of a successful M&A integration. 

Key-words 

Merge, Acquisition, Merger and Acquisition, Mergers and Acquisitions, M&A, Integration, 
Influential Factors, Success Factors, Planning, Communication, Experience, Culture, Corporate 
Culture  
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1 Introduction 

In May 2012 CGI announced their intentions of acquiring Logica, and in August 2012 the 

acquisition was confirmed as CGI bought Logica’s shares for £1.7 billion (CGI, 2012a). The 

acquisition strengthened CGI’s global position, becoming the sixth largest IT & Business process 

services firm in the world with offices in 40 countries (CGI, 2012a). The acquisition was a so 

called horizontal acquisition, since both companies were active in the same industry. 

Furthermore, the acquisition of Logica was CGI’s largest so far; as the workforce increased from 

31 000 employees to 72 000 employees (CGI, 2012a). During the integration, CGI imposed 

Logica to assimilate the culture and structure of CGI; where a part of this was CGI’s business 

and operation model ‘CGI Management Foundation’. This model includes everything from 

vision and mission to how business should be conducted (CGI, 2012b; CGI, 2012c). 

The changes that Logica and the Stockholm office were facing were going to affect the current 

(and previous) organizational culture with an objective to be fully integrated into CGI in both 

work ways and culture (‘organizational culture’ and ‘corporate culture’ will henceforth be used 

interchangeably whilst ‘national culture’ will be termed as is). As described, the history of the 

acquiring company (i.e. CGI) includes several mergers and acquisitions (henceforth referred to as 

M&As). Furthermore, the employees within Logica (i.e. the office in Stockholm) have previously 

both been the acquired and the acquiree during M&As. Because of this, the average employee, 

participating as an informant in the study, has experienced at least two integrations including the 

ongoing. Therefore, two aspects of experience may be observable; empirical knowledge 

accumulated by the acquirer and employees being accustomed to change. From the Swedish 

perspective the journey therefore started at WM-data in 1969. Back then, they were one of the 

leading companies within IT services in Sweden. Throughout the years, WM-data acquired 

several IT-companies, both in Sweden and other parts of the Nordics. However, the acquisitions 

abruptly came to a hold in 2008, as Logica acquired WM-data, and the journey of being acquired 

began. Logica, a British IT service company was founded in 1969. During the years they merged 

with CMG, and acquired both Unilog and WM-data in the time span of two years. The company 

failed to build a common culture and a shared vision, thus the feeling amongst the employees in 

Sweden at that time could be described as tired and unmotivated. 

This has been identified in literature as well, since several researchers have pointed out that 

M&As often fail to achieve the target goals and thus generate worse results than non-acquiring 

firms (Björkman et al., 2007). A M&A is far from easy and several factors affect the outcome, 

some of these are; poor cultural fit between the two companies, bad planning in the post-
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acquisition integration phase, and disregarding for the cultural impact (Björkman et al., 2007; 

Weber and Tarba, 2012). Even though there is an understanding of cultures impact on M&As, 

this aspect tends to be disregarded (Weber and Tarba, 2012). On the other hand, managers who 

have previously worked actively with cultural matters or have been in a bad M&A integration 

seem to have a greater understanding for how to manage these cultural differences (Marks and 

Mirvis, 2011). Contrary to the common scenario, CGI have taken culture into account which 

intrigued us to investigate how the infrastructure for cultural adaptation/adoption could be 

constructed. We imply throughout this study that cultural infrastructure is a basic foundation for 

how to manage culture in a M&A integration. The infrastructure in this case encompasses factors 

which we identify to affect the cultural adoption and the processes that foster these factors. This 

topic is of interest both for the academia as well as for the case company, firstly as there are no 

clear indications in existing literature on how culture should be regarded for during M&As. 

Secondly, CGI clearly state that they are going to continue acquiring companies which further 

stimulates the need for such a study (CGI, 2012c). 

1.1 Problem formulation 

Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) often fail to reach the desired targets, and the reason for this 

has been identified to relate to the fact that culture is an often disregarded aspect during the 

integration. Due to this, the following problem formulation was concluded: M&As often fail 

since companies fail to establish an infrastructure for culture. 

1.2 Objective 

Logica was undergoing the integration phase of a M&A, where it was intended to be fully 

integrated into the acquiring organization’s (CGI’s) structure and culture. As CGI was regarding 

for culture during the integration phase, the problem previously described (i.e. that firms neglect 

culture) was in this case generating a possibility. Since culture was addressed, the opportunity to 

investigate factors influencing cultural adaptation/adoption and the relation between other 

influential factors and culture was possible. Therefore the objective was to evaluate how the 

infrastructure regarding the coming change can facilitate the cultural adoption/change. 
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1.3 Research questions 

In order to achieve the objective, the following research question was devised: 

How could the infrastructure for facilitating cultural change be designed in a M&A 

integration?  

Due to the holistic approach of the above formulated question, sub-questions were developed in 

order to make it more comprehensible; 

1. What factors positively influence the integration phase? 

2. How could the culture of the acquiring company be imposed onto the acquired? 

3. How could CGI alter their integration process to better regard for organizational culture? 

Due to the specific circumstances with the case company’s history (i.e. both the acquirer and the 

acquired) a secondary research question is kept in mind: 

4. How could experience influence the result of a M&A integration? 

1.4 Delimitations 

The case company was decided upon by us; however, this choice implied certain delimitations. 

First of all, the industry in which the study was conducted was the IT consultancy industry. 

Continuing, the main theme of the study was the integration and factors influencing cultural 

adoption, which is why we did not focus on the purchasing phase, the effects on the brand, or 

similar. Moreover, the geographical boundaries were set to Stockholm, Sweden in order to make 

the study more feasible. The time span was 20 weeks during the spring 2013 and this led to that 

only the first 9 months of the integration could be regarded for throughout this study. This 

implied that the entirety of the integration could not be included in the scope; neither could the 

results of the M&A. 

1.5 Disposition 

Chapter 1 – Introduction. This chapter briefly introduces the reader to our study and the 

studied area. The history of M&As and the backgrounds of both companies in the case study are 

presented. The problem formulation and objective of the study are presented, followed by the 

research questions. 
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Chapter 2 – Method. This chapter describes how the case study was conducted and how 

different aspects were taken into account. The chapter ends with discussions concerning source 

criticism and research ethics. 

Chapter 3 – Mergers and Acquisitions. Our theoretical inspiration is presented in this chapter. 

First there is a short introduction to the processes of M&As, followed by the three themes we 

deduced; including factors which influence the outcome of an integration. 

Chapter 4 – The first 9 months of the integration. The research questions will be answered 

through this chapter. The empirical findings from interviews, observations, and secondary data 

are presented. Our empirical findings are compared and analyzed in relation to previous 

literature. 

Chapter 5 – Conclusions. In our final chapter our findings are summarized and briefly 

discussed in relation to their validity and generalizability (i.e. if the results are applicable or not in 

other cases). We also suggest areas for future research. 

2 Methodology 

The objective of this thesis was to investigate how cultural adoption could be fostered through 

infrastructure during a M&A integration. This included, but was not limited to, identifying factors 

affecting the adoption of culture, how these factors could be promoted, and other aspects that 

could have effect on the cultural adoption and/or adaptation. The objective was formulated as is, 

since the case company have regarded for cultural differences and thus planned for the adoption 

of culture. The need to accurately pinpoint aspects in the cultural adoption process thus preceded 

the decision to apply an inductive approach as the main mode of investigation which is in line 

with Collis and Hussey’s ideas (2009). The inductive approach implied that we gathered empirical 

data, and thereafter compared the findings with theories. Furthermore, in order to accumulate 

the required knowledge and first hand data, we were actively studying a case company that was 

undergoing a M&A integration. In order to acquire knowledge of the organizational culture 

present in every moment (since it is bound to change over time), qualitative research was applied. 

More specifically, semi-structured interviews were the main tool applied in order to acquire data 

on the employees’ perspectives and the cultural differences over time. In addition, ethnographic 

research (i.e. observations) was applied as a secondary method; both as a pre-study and 

continuously. Thereafter, as an overview had been established of the research subject, existing 

literature was to be accumulated. For this, we used KTHB Primo as the main modus (i.e. the 
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literature database of KTH’s library). This database aggregates search results from numerous 

article databases, amongst other Emerald Journals, Google Scholar, and JSTOR. 

2.1 Case study 

The main approach of accumulating primary data applied in this research was case study. 

According to Collis and Hussey (2009) and Yin (2009) the primary objective of case studies is to 

shed light on a certain subject in a given context. This description fit well with the needs 

associated with our research as the subject to be studied was culture. Culture is in many ways tacit 

and thus difficult to document, which led us to determine case study to be an appropriate 

method. Other subjects intended to be studied were factors influencing the adoption of culture 

and how these could be promoted, all of which resulting in an infrastructure for culture. Voss et 

al. (2002) conclude that case studies can produce better results since the researcher will study 

authentic problems in, for example, an organization. Another reason for why case study was 

chosen was that the study was intended to extend (and possibly render in new) theory within the 

field of M&As. This is aligned with Voss et al. (2002) as they explain that case studies are 

preferable when the study is explorative in its nature and one wishes to extend or generate new 

theory within an area. 

In order to conduct the research in a structured manner, even though explorative, Collis and 

Hussey’s (2009) division of case studies was determined applicable. The division they advocated 

was: selecting the case, preliminary investigations, data collection, data analysis, and writing the 

report (Collis and Hussey, 2009, p. 83). However, the actual execution was a lot less linear than 

the division Collis and Hussey (2009) proposed. Rather, the division applied was; selecting the 

case followed by a pre-study. Then, the latter three processes (i.e. collection, analysis, and report 

writing) were interchangeably blended together. This was due to the fact that more data was 

needed as some analysis had been conducted; this in turn resulted in us documenting the 

findings. This later led to another area of interest being identified and thus, the process began 

anew. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to describe the process as done by Collis and Hussey 

(2009), instead we agree with the five different stages that occurred during the research. In 

parallel with these five stages literature was continuously read in order to compare our findings 

and thoughts with prior ones, this will be further explained under ‘The literature study’ heading. 

In accordance with Voss et al. (2002), the research question of this study was dynamic in the 

sense that it was allowed to evolve and change throughout the study. This was due to the fact 

that problems (or possibilities) could be, and were, identified during the investigation. Therefore, 

as these insights were deemed to bring more depth to the research, the ideas were not rejected 
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since they could be able to develop the study for the better which is aligned with Voss et al. 

(2002). 

2.1.1 The literature study 

The first step in a literature study is, according to Collis and Hussey (2009), to decide on a 

research topic. This was done in consent with the case company which had been contacted prior 

to the start of the master thesis. The initial literature helped us gain a basic understanding of the 

complex nature of M&As as well as gain insight in possible topics to focus our research towards. 

This is aligned with Collis and Hussey (2009) who argue that, in order to limit the amount of 

material, the scope of the research should be defined prior to the literature study. From here, the 

approach was to conduct the extensive reading within the area of our research towards the 

middle and end of the study. Of course, some initial knowledge was needed so that quality was 

ensured within, for example, the interviews. This approach has been advocated by Creswell 

(2009) and was chosen by us so that the literature would not alter our views or beliefs of the 

research topic, leading us to be able to be more objective in the early phases of the study. The 

primary literature study took place in a more continuous manner than the pre-study, allowing us 

to identify new areas and develop new ideas. Thereafter, we devised a plan for how to go about 

in this matter, where we complied with Collis and Hussey’s (2009) approach and started by 

specifying keywords. The keywords later applied in KTHB Primo were as follows; 

 Cross-border acquisitions 

 Mergers and Acquisitions 

 Mergers and acquisitions cultu* 

 M&A cultu* 

 M&A transfer cultu* 

 Transfer cultu* 

 Post-merger integration 

 PMI 

 M&A integration 

 

Moreover, a snowball sample was acquired since articles read referred to other authors, where 

some of these references were found interesting as well. This is according to Collis and Hussey 

(2009) an approach to expand the literature base. We applied this approach to cover a wider 

perspective, which ranged from socio-psychological studies to studies concerning financial 

perspectives on M&As. 

2.1.2 Observations 

Observations were utilized firstly as a method during the initial phase of the research (i.e. the pre-

study). However, we did not limit the use of observations to this phase but applied it 

continuously throughout the study. One thing we became aware of early in the study was that 
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this method posed major ethical and practical dilemmas. First off, we needed to decide on 

whether to conduct the observations ‘covert’ or ‘overt’. A covert strategy suggests that the 

observations are conducted without the knowledge of the researched, which implies the 

opportunity of observing the researched in their natural environment. If the researched are not 

informed, this may lead to the exclusion of the researcher from the community since they may 

find the presence of the researcher disturbing (Burgees, 1997). However, observation study is not 

black or white in the sense of overt or covert, but rather a scale with different nuances of gray. 

Conducting research in covert implies that only what is observable can be documented in the 

setting, since the researched are not aware that they are being studied (Burgees, 1997). However, 

due to research ethics we decided that this was not an option. Thus, an overt strategy was chosen 

where we informed the researched about our intentions and research. This gave the researched a 

chance to opt out and/or alter their behavior in the presence of us without us knowing. The last 

aspect, that the true behavior may not be observed, poses a significant disadvantage. However, 

the researched in this study have shown a genuine interest and do not mind to take part in such a 

study. And even if this would not have been the case, the human well-being should be prioritized 

even if it imposes difficulties to the study (CODEX, 2012). 

Furthermore, we needed to decide on how to integrate ourselves at the workplace, where 

different degrees of integration have certain advantages and disadvantages. We decided to apply a 

by us slightly modified version of Burgees’ (1997) strategy ‘Going native’. This strategy, according 

to Burgees (1997), allows the researcher to take on the role of a co-worker at a certain company 

rather than merely being a researcher, during which he/she studies the phenomenon up-close 

and in person. This implied that we were located at the office in order to gain access to both 

primary sources of data as well as being able to observe behavior around the office. If we instead 

had not been integrated into the company to the same extent, we would not have gained access 

to restricted information and areas (Burgees, 1997). Moreover, by applying this approach we were 

able to take part in daily activities (such as educations and meetings) in the environment which 

we performed the research. In addition, this allowed us in on rumors etc. circulating the office, 

giving us greater insight in the climate at the office, which otherwise would have been difficult to 

document (Burgees, 1997). One disadvantage identified with the ‘Going native’-strategy was the 

possibility of becoming biased, thus not being able to be objective in the study. Therefore it was a 

necessity to distance ourselves, in order to be able to grasp the different circumstances that 

prevailed. This was done by keeping the following questions in mind; what is being done, what is 

said, how people are reacting, and what is not said (Burgees, 1997). 
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On the other hand, a factor seldom regarded for when discussing ethnographic studies is that of 

age. However, this was something that was very apparent to us. Due to our relatively young age, 

we may or may not have been more easily accepted into certain subgroups than others. This 

could for example be due to our low amount of experience or our customs at the office. For 

example; the fact that we are students, and thus our wardrobes limited, restricted us from 

blending in by wearing suits and silk ties every day. Small details, as have previously been 

discussed, can have an effect on what can and what cannot be studied. Apart from age, there may 

exist an advantage for a certain gender to prevail depending on setting and/or subgroup. As we 

are diverse in this sense (i.e. one male and one female researcher) we believe that the access to 

subgroups and the community as a whole was enabled more easily. 

2.1.3 Semi-structured interviews 

In order to strengthen the assumptions and theories derived through observations, interviews 

were perceived as an applicable method. A semi-structured interview approach was considered 

the best since relatively few studies had been conducted in this topic due to its novelty. Thus, the 

qualitative approach Collis and Hussey (2009) described, with an iterative refinement of the 

interview guide, was deemed best. By this qualitative approach, a high validity was deemed 

achievable; however, the reliability suffers in such a study (Collis and Hussey, 2009). The factors 

that influence observations are also factors we regarded for when utilizing interviews as a means 

of gaining knowledge. Some authors argue that it is best to interview persons of the same gender, 

whilst others argue for the opposite (Burgees, 1997). It is equally important to make a selection 

of which informants that are deemed to give valid answers as well as in which context. 

When we conducted informal or semi-structured interviews we tried to pose the questions to 

develop or expand into areas which had not been covered. We further tried to not interrupt the 

interviewee, and in accordance with Burgees (1997), allowing for longer pauses so that 

informants were able to speak freely and elaborate on their own answers as they found necessary. 

Moreover, we tried to always be aware of our language, gesture, tone, and anything else that may 

affect the interviewed which is in line with Burgees’ (1997) arguments. 

During the study we have conducted 25 interviews with different employees at CGI. The 

informants are listed in a table in Appendix A. During these interviews we tried to pose questions 

formulated in different ways. For example, we used questions formulated so the interviewee; 

explained, made comparisons, or elaborated on certain topics. Moreover, when asking questions 

it is crucial to not impose any biases, generate ideas on the interviewee’s behalf, cause ambiguity, 

etc (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002; Voss et al., 2002; Collis and Hussey, 2009). Therefore, we 
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ensured that statements such as “Is it not true that you...” or “Do you agree with us that...” were 

avoided, in accordance with Voss et al. (2002) and Easterby-Smith et al. (2002). During all the 

interviews, both of us were always attending. The procedure was that one of us conducted the 

interview, posing questions and so on, whilst the other one took notes and ensured that the 

interview was recorded. However, the one taking notes was always aware of the interviewee’s 

answers so that he/she could complement the questions and thus add more depth to the 

interview than a single researcher alone would have been able to. 

In accordance with Stephenson and Greer (1981), we tried to gain a broad range of interviewees 

to participate in the study; this in order to realize all aspects and variables that affect the setting. 

Observation is according to Burgees (1997) a method which takes place in a continuous 

approach, whereas it is up to the researchers to decide; when, where, how, and who to observe 

and/or interview. During this study a ‘judgment’- and ‘opportunistic sampling’ have been applied 

to select the informants. ‘Judgment sampling’ suggests that the researcher actively chooses the 

informants deemed to possess information and knowledge that will be valuable for the study 

(Burgees, 1997). ‘Opportunistic sampling’ on the other hand is, as the name suggests, an 

opportunistic approach where informants who are willing and have the time to share are utilized 

for the study (Burgees, 1997). Key to the success of the selection was also that the criterion was 

dynamic, meaning that as our understanding grew and the study developed, we saw different 

needs in the informants. This was crucial as the selection was conducted continuously and thus 

based on the, at the time current, criterion. 

The interviews that were conducted strived to bring generalizability to the study, through the 

inclusion of interviewees with different backgrounds, employment time, and of different gender 

and/or ethnicity. The sample of interviewees is presented in Appendix A. However, we have 

decided to not include the interview guide we used in an appendix. This since the guide was 

continuously refined throughout the study; therefore the latest version barely holds any 

resemblance to the first version apart from the themes covered. Therefore, we believe that the 

inclusion of one interview guide instead could disorient the reader which is why we determined 

to exclude it/them. 

2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses in Our Method 

Since the research method applied has been at the qualitative end of the spectra it suggests that 

the validity in the findings could be high. The term validity directly relates to the quality assurance 

of the acquired information (Collis and Hussey, 2009). However as this type of study normally is 

conducted within a certain company or group of people, the results cannot be directly generalized 
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amongst a broader group for example an entire industry, suggesting low reliability (Collis and 

Hussey, 2009). 

2.2.1 Reliability 

A high degree of reliability suggests that if the same study is performed by a different researcher, 

the same result should be derived (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). Therefore, achieving a high 

degree of reliability is more probable in quantitative studies than qualitative ones. Quantitative 

methods can thus be used to mathematically establish models that are feasible within a certain 

level of the operation and processes (George and Bennett, 2005). However, the authors further 

argue that quantitative methods are not as applicable when the processes are complex in nature, 

such as when a person is involved. The qualitative approach can handle this much better, even if 

it not would be able to deliver a model, the coexistence and influence between variables can be 

clarified (George and Bennett, 2005). Therefore, instead of discussing reliability, a more suitable 

measure in a qualitative study would be generalizability; a topic that will be addressed later in this 

report. 

2.2.2 Validity 

A high degree of validity means that the research findings reflect the investigated phenomena. A 

qualitative approach rarely has problems with the validity since the aim is to capture the 

complexity and essence of the studied phenomena and gather detailed data about it (Collis and 

Hussey, 2009). However, the validity can be lower if mistakes are made, bad samples are collected 

or if the measurements are incorrect. Validity can be assessed in many ways; the most common is 

face validity, which can be described as ensuring that the researcher observes what is intended to 

be observed (Collis and Hussey, 2009). Another common form of validity in business research is 

construct validity. Construct validity refers to being able to tie one variable to another, non-

measurable, variable (Collis and Hussey, 2009). An example could be how a person can be happy 

due to the affection he/she receives from a parent. This happiness could in fact be due to other 

causes such as that the person was merely in a good mood in general and the emotions did not 

directly relate to the other person showing affection. What can be concluded from this is that 

observations are very difficult to conduct and that the results from such studies may not actually 

show the root cause of the studied phenomena. Therefore, in order to complement our 

observations, topics have been developed on continuously during interviews. These open-ended 

and neutral questions were included in order to confirm (or disprove) our findings during 

observations. By complementing our observations with certain questions during interviews, we 
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believe to have increased our construct validity so that possible flaws/faults in the findings could 

be avoided. 

2.2.3 Generalizability 

A high degree of generalizability means that the probability is high to retrieve a similar 

result/pattern in a more general study (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). However, Collis and Hussey 

(2009) argue that in order to achieve such results during a qualitative approach, the study needs 

to include more than a single case. This indicates a weakness in our study, since the results may 

not be applicable in another case study. However, as this study is intended to extend (and 

possibly generate new) theory in the research area, we do not perceive this weakness to impose 

any negative effects that we have not regarded for. 

2.2.4 Source criticism 

The source of literature has throughout this study been KTHB Primo, a database composed of 

numerous other literature databases. KTHB Primo directs the user towards different databases 

depending solely on the accuracy in the keywords applied. As of this, we do not believe that we 

have missed out on relevant articles due to the databases used. However, even though the 

databases may have been appropriate, there is a need to formulate qualitative and accurate 

keywords. We decided to go about this matter in accordance with Collis and Hussey (2009) who 

argue that it is beneficial to specify keywords in advance. Furthermore, Collis and Hussey (2009) 

argue that one must seek sources that are trustworthy. In order to do so, we decided to 

accumulate theories from authors with contradictory beliefs, literature with varying publishing 

dates (i.e. both new and old theories), and with different purposes in their research. Through this 

we believe that we have aggregated a wide variety of theories, making it possible for us to 

maintain an objective perspective on the area whilst gaining knowledge of it. By taking this 

approach, we remained unbiased toward any certain theory and instead were able to realize the 

different nuances and aspects present or developing throughout our research. We tried to always 

remain objective, however it should be pointed out that it is impossible to achieve total 

objectivity. This is due to the fact that, even though the researcher may be a stranger to the 

setting at first, one is bound to gain knowledge about the context in time. In order to counter the 

effect of becoming familiar in the setting, we tried to adopt an ‘artificial naïveté’ described by 

Stephenson and Greer (1981). This means that we tried to not take things for granted, nor make 

assumptions based upon the experience as a result of familiarity with the context, which is the 

approach suggested by Stephenson and Greer (1981). 
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2.3 Research ethics 

When conducting a study, be it qualitative or quantitative, it is of importance to recognize the 

necessity of research ethics; to take a moral standpoint that human rights and freedoms are not to 

be imposed on because of the study (CODEX, 2012). As declared on CODEX (2012) the human 

prosperity is to be prioritized above the needs of society as well as science. This is also aligned 

with the Committee on Research Integrity and Publication Practices who state the following: 

“Protecting Human Participants in Research. Investigators have special responsibilities to ensure confidentiality, 

informed consent, avoidance of coercion, ability to withdraw without penalty, and a risk–benefit analysis” 

(American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2009). Throughout our study we have 

consequently regarded for the ethical dilemmas imposed upon us. Anonymity has not only been 

assured for all participants, but rather by us enforced so that no single person would be 

identifiable. Moreover, the interviews were recorded but not transcribed, this since transcriptions 

could imply that someone may be able to figure out who the specific informant was. All 

documents and other media including information about the informants were at all times kept 

secured from outsiders. Through the means taken by us, we can with a high degree of confidence 

state that research ethics have been regarded for to the utmost degree.  
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3 Mergers and Acquisitions 

Over the last three decades, mergers and acquisitions have been a common growth strategy for 

companies, and there are no signs that this trend will stop (Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988; 

Jöns et al., 2007; Weber and Tarba, 2012). It has also been pointed out that the amount of cross-

border mergers and acquisitions, (i.e. M&As between geographically separated companies) are 

increasing (Jöns et al., 2007; Ahern et al., 2012). M&A is the process of one company purchasing 

another company and integrating it into their own organization to some extent. The concept of 

M&A has received significant attention from both professionals and academics as this is a 

recurring phenomenon. Many reasons for conducting a M&A exist but most companies decide to 

acquire another company in order to differentiate their offering to reduce risk and increase 

growth (Jöns et al., 2007). Previous research concern topics such as; strategic fit, financial fit, 

integration of systems, and acculturation. This is partly due to the fact that, depending on the 

extent the acquired company is to be integrated into the acquiring organization, different factors 

need to be regarded for. Authors describe that it is not uncommon that employees suffer from 

stress and/or uncertainty due to the M&A process (Schweiger and DeNisi, 1991; Jöns et al., 

2007). This is because of the fact that M&As often are followed by layoffs. This uncertainty and 

stress naturally tend to affect the employees work performance in a negative way, which in turn 

leads to lower job satisfaction and commitment (Jöns et al., 2007). 

Authors argue that the most common goal of a M&A is to achieve synergy effects, or the so 

called ‘2 + 2 = 5’ effect. This implies that a merger between two companies can achieve greater 

things than the combined efforts of the two single entities (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993). These 

synergies, however, are dependent on the integration of the two firms (Marks and Mirvis, 2010). 

This means that teamwork is required, otherwise the acquired firm will only continue with their 

business as usual but under a different ownership (Ahern et al., 2012). Another theory of 

accomplishing such a feat, according to academics, is that the cultures of the two companies in a 

M&A need to match (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993). Even though this may appear trivial, it has 

earlier been described to be an aspect which is often neglected (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993; 

Weber and Tarba, 2012). 

Different authors have different ideas regarding the nomenclature to apply when referring to the 

different stages of a M&A. However, despite the possible options, we decided to use Meckl’s 

(2004) division throughout this report, since it is perceived to fit well with this study’s limitations. 

The division consists of the three following phases; preparatory, transaction, and integration 

(Meckl, 2004). In the integration phase the focus is to integrate the two companies, where the 
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main activities should be to: encourage the required cultural change, integrate the HR 

departments, and execute the post-merger plan (Meckl, 2004). The primary goal for an 

integration is to use the existing capabilities more effectively (Datta, 1991). When a company 

acquires another one, one out of four different strategies is going to be used in terms of 

acculturation. These four are: ‘Integration’, ‘Assimilation’, ‘Separation’, and ‘Deculturation’ 

(Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988). Integration implies that the acquired company maintains the 

culture but is integrated into the structure of the acquiring company. Assimilation suggests that 

the acquired company fully adopt the acquiring company’s culture as well as become a part of the 

organizational structure. Separation is the opposite of assimilation and can be compared to a 

skunk work. The acquired company keeps the culture as well as structure, in other words not 

adopting any traits of the acquiring organization. Lastly, deculturation is the acculturation process 

when the acquired- and the acquiring company combine into a new structure and develop a new 

culture, different from both previous (Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988). 

3.1 Factors Influencing Cultural Adoption 

As Ahern et al. (2012) implied it is important to specify factors which influence the integration, to 

ensure the success which enables the synergy effects. In order to address the different factors, it 

is first important to look into the concept of culture. As Ahern et al. (2012) explained: Cross-

border M&As are affected by organizational- as well as national culture. The differences (or 

similarities) have been identified to play an important role in cross-border M&As (Ahern et al., 

2012). Organizational culture is often defined in a simplified way where it is not regarded for as 

multileveled, implying that one culture may consist of sub-cultures (Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 

1988). Even though Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) suggest that subgroups and individuals all 

affect the organizational culture, the authors define organizational culture as “...the beliefs and 

assumptions shared by members of an organization” (Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988, p. 80). 

Numerous authors argue that regarding for cultural differences is a major success factor in 

M&As (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993; Meckl, 2004; Björkman et al., 2007; Weber and Tarba, 

2012). Cultural fit, an antonym to cultural differences, is defined as the “...match between 

administrative, cultural practices, and personnel characteristics” (Lemieux and Banks, 2007, p. 1418). 

Moreover, Lemieux and Banks (2007) describe that cultural fit was perceived as an important 

factor in M&As by firms, which further strengthens the idea of cultures impact in M&As. 

The following themes, consisting of factors, affect the cultural adoption during the integration 

phase: ‘Experience of change’, ‘Planning the integration’, and ‘Communication’ (Hitt et al., 1998; 

Marks and Mirvis, 2011; Weber and Tarba, 2012). The rest of this chapter, as well as the chapter 
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‘The first 9 months of the integration’, are composed in accordance with these themes; where 

each theme is established as a heading and consist of different factors. 

3.1.1 Experience 

Research has shown that firms that have prior experience of change and possess flexibility 

perform better in a M&A (Hitt et al., 1998). This is aligned with Shimizu et al. (2004) arguments, 

that knowledge from previous M&As can be applied onto new ones; thus mistakes from earlier 

M&As can be avoided. Organizations with prior experience of change have been shown to be 

more open and adaptable to the changes that a M&A require (Hitt et al., 1998). Hitt et al. (1998) 

also conclude that organizations with prior experience of M&As can conduct a more effective 

and less time consuming integration since they have the fundamental understanding and 

knowledge of the process. Kanter and Corn (1994) argue that the desirability to be integrated into 

another company is affected positively (or negatively) based on previous experience with that 

company or nationality. Furthermore, if the previous owner mistreated the employees or did not 

allow any investments, the employees may be more willing to accept the new owner if this firm is 

perceived as more fair (Kanter and Corn, 1994). The experience need not only to be perceived 

first-handedly but could also be based on rumors, assumptions, and/or reputation (Kanter and 

Corn, 1994). Kanter and Corn (1994) further argue that if a company has a reputation of being 

very hierarchical, a firm that is more collectivistic may oppose a merger with the previously 

mentioned even if the reputation is inaccurate. These rumors and assumptions can be countered 

by facilitating open communication, showing respect, investing, familiarizing, and maximizing the 

opportunities of joint success (Kanter and Corn, 1994). 

3.1.2 Planning 

In order to reach the target performance goal of a M&A, the managers need to know in what 

direction they are heading (Marks and Mirvis, 2011). The outcome of a M&A depends largely on 

the actions taken in the integration stage; actions which should be planned carefully in the 

preparatory stage (Marks and Mirvis, 2011; Weber and Tarba, 2012). Furthermore, it is argued by 

Marks and Mirvis (2011) that a cultural endstate should be defined in the preparatory stage. The 

authors present four key values in their article, describing to managers the incentives behind this 

action. Firstly, it creates guidelines for the two organizations, helping them plan the integration 

stage. Secondly, by setting a desired endstate it forces the organizations to evaluate their current 

culture and mapping the two of them. Through this, differences and the willingness to adopt 

another culture can be recognized. Thirdly, the statement of a desired endstate can help the 
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employees find a way of how they should relate to the new organization. The fourth key value is 

about the employees and their leaders. By setting a desired endstate the employees can easily 

determine if their leaders have the ability and knowledge required for this change (Marks and 

Mirvis, 2011). Weber and Tarba (2012) also point out the importance of identifying and 

evaluating the differences in organizational culture between the acquiring and acquired company 

in an early stage. From their study, they draw the conclusion that companies which overlook 

cultural differences early on are more likely to face more problems later on in the process (Weber 

and Tarba, 2012). 

3.1.3 Communication 

Marks and Mirvis (2011) state that communication is the most important tool to apply when 

conducting any change or transformation. The authors further suggest that benefits of any 

change should be over-communicated (Marks and Mirvis, 2011). This is also supported by 

Epstein (2004) who states that over-communication can be found in several successful M&A 

integrations. In contrast, Cartwright and Cooper (1993) identify a common problem in M&A 

integrations to be that top management may have a clear understanding of what is to happen but 

the communication efforts fail to reach the lower levels of the organization. The authors 

continue by arguing that when people (i.e. the lower tiers which are to ensure that changes are 

made) are unaware that change is about to take place, they position themselves in reluctance 

(Cartwright and Cooper, 1993). Cartwright and Cooper (1993) describe a change model which 

consist of three different areas that are crucial to address when planning for change; ‘Why’, 

‘What’, and ‘How’. The first area, why, concerns the context of the upcoming change. What 

refers to the content of the change; i.e. what is going to happen. Lastly, it is important to specify 

the process of how the change is going to be implemented (i.e. ‘the how’). If these three areas are 

addressed in a sufficient manner, changes will be easier to implement. This process is described 

to be applicable in the context of change, disregarding the size; for example if the change 

concerns the implementation of a new management tool or even something as big as a M&A 

(Cartwright and Cooper, 1993). 
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4 The first 9 months of the integration 

This chapter is composed in accordance with the three main themes of influential factors 

identified in the theoretical chapter. Furthermore, the empirical data herein is built on the 

aggregated responses from 25 interviews, findings from our observations, as well as material 

published by CGI. The findings will address the topic corresponding to the heading in relation to 

culture, since a cultural infrastructure has been identified to play a significant role throughout a 

M&A. These findings are presented accompanied by relevant literature, discussed in relation to 

these theories, and analyzed. As previously mentioned, by infrastructure we imply factors which 

we identify to affect the cultural adoption and the processes that foster these factors. 

As previously mentioned, CGI acquired Logica in August 2012. However, according to 

numerous informants, at the time of the announcement few of the employees at the Stockholm 

office were aware of CGI’s existence. This was due to the fact that CGI had mainly operated in 

North America with no presence in Europe, which also was explained as one of the reasons why 

they acquired Logica. Michael E. Roach, the CEO of CGI, saw this global consolidation as both 

necessary and inevitable (IDG, 2012a). This acquisition was also in line with CGI’s ‘Build and 

Buy’ growth strategy which is to grow organically as well as through acquisitions (IDG, 2012a; 

CGI, 2012a). When the announcement of the acquisition had been digested by the interviewees, 

some started to look up facts about CGI. As we later asked interviewees about their feelings 

regarding the merger, they described them as positive. A few of the interviewees pointed out 

CGI’s strong market capitalization and their high profitability as reasons for the positive attitude. 

Other interviewees described that the values of CGI and their management foundation imbued a 

positive feeling towards the merger due to the, perceived, healthy approach. 

In order to investigate whether the new organizational culture had been perceived in any way, we 

found it crucial to firstly gather the employees’ thoughts on what culture is. Through interviews 

we realized that there existed no consistent definition of the term organizational culture. 

However, most interviewees agreed that organizational culture is something that defines the 

values and the ways of working in a company. Others addressed more specific topics, such as 

dress code, where the power mandate lies in certain departments, leadership, and 

communication. A few interviewees added to this that it can be difficult to describe one culture, 

as there exists subgroups with their own culture inside the entity of the firm which is aligned with 

Nahavandi and Malekzadeh’s (1988) ideas. Even though the ideas of culture as a concept varied, 

the importance of it was emphasized by every informant. Instead of imposing a definition of 

organizational culture that we perceived descriptive, we decided to let the concept of culture be 
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subject to interpretation. Through this we could investigate how the culture (as the interviewee 

interpreted it) was perceived previously, in the present and what the person thought it would 

develop into in the future. By taking this approach we believe that comparisons and conclusions 

drawn by interviewees hold higher validity, generating more accurate and unadulterated 

responses. 

As interviewees were to describe culture, many tended to depict the culture present at the time of 

the owner previous to Logica (i.e. WM-Data). Therefore, in order to describe the culture of the 

predecessor to CGI (i.e. Logica), it is important to take note of the history of the company. WM-

data was acquired by Logica in 2006, and had in turn a history of acquisitions, both large and 

small. WM-data was described to have had an extremely strong culture and furthermore a very 

strong brand. This was something Logica was not able to change. When informants were asked 

to describe the previous culture, WM-data was often brought up as a comparison. Many 

informants described how the culture became more ‘uptight’ when Logica came into the picture. 

It was also described that the culture disappeared as Logica integrated the company into the 

existing organization. Logica was described as being very hierarchic and sometimes the culture 

was nonexistent. One informant tried to explain Logica’s failure in imposing a unanimous 

corporate culture to be due to the fact that Logica acquired two firms almost simultaneously 

(WM-data and Unilog). This contributed to three cultures of almost equal size being present 

which in turn led to, according to the informant, that no single culture could prevail in the 

entirety of the company. Therefore, the company would remain segregated. The interviewee 

continued to say that this most likely contributed to the feeling of the culture falling apart. 

Another interviewee explained this as a consequence of nationalities, that the Logica culture was 

“... typically British”. Kanter and Corn (1994), on the other hand, take a different standpoint in this 

matter; they argue that national culture do not affect the M&A process. Instead, the authors 

argue that prejudices between countries exist which can be misinterpreted in single cases to be 

due to national cultures (Kanter and Corn, 1994). Jöns et al. (2007) and Ahern et al. (2012) 

amongst many argue that national culture do impose challenges in M&As, partly because of the 

fact that the organizational culture can be argued to stem from the national culture. Through this 

it is obvious that there exist different opinions in this matter, however we believe that the 

national culture do affect the M&A process, even though if it in some cases may actually be the 

prejudices Kanter and Corn (1994) referred to. One interviewee described that the organization 

was becoming more decentralized as CGI took over. This, the opposing managerial style to 

Logica, was received much better according to the interviewee. The new organization also 

induced the feeling of commitment, trust, and responsibility. One employee that was interviewed 
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described how national cultures need to regarded for, and drew comparisons to WM-data and 

Logica who had very separate ways of running business. As Logica acquired WM-data, WM-data 

became somewhat taboo to speak of, since the company now had become Logica. However, as 

CGI took over in 2012, it is described to now be accepted to once again be proud of one’s own 

history. The resemblance between CGI and WM-data was further elaborated on as the 

commitment perceived was described to relate to the fact that Serge Godin and André Imbeau 

(i.e. the founders) still work actively at the company, illustrating their caring for the company. 

4.1 Experience of Change 

As previously described, the Stockholm office (now part of CGI) and CGI have vast experience 

of M&As. This accumulated experience from both integrating and being integrated will 

throughout this chapter be analyzed and discussed in relation to theories. 

CGI’s experience 

Since Serge and André founded the company in 1976, CGI have conducted approximately 70 

acquisitions which have been expressed to make a good impression amongst the interviewees 

(CGI, 2012b; CGI, 2013). Moreover, CGI have a very outspoken strategy for handling 

acquisitions, both in the buying- as well as during the integration phase. For example, they strive 

to accomplish the most significant changes during the first 100 days of the integration. This is 

perceived by us to be a good thing, as it is argued in literature that the greatest occurrence of 

anxiety and uncertainty is during the first 100 days (Gates and Very, 2003). Ensuring that the 

greatest changes are performed in an effective and efficient manner can instill calm amongst the 

employees, relaying a feeling of control and knowledge by the acquirer (Epstein, 2004; Marks and 

Mirvis, 2011). The topic of CGI’s experience with M&As was addressed by one interviewee who 

stated; “CGI have a lot of experience... However, every M&A has been in the US or Canada, not in Europe”. 

Thus, the interviewee demonstrated skepticism, suggesting that the experience of acquiring and 

integrating firms was not of relevance. The interviewee was not alone experiencing mistrust. As 

stated by another interviewee; “...this merger is different [in comparison to the WM-data and Logica 

merger], but it does not affect me”. Even though the two employees in this case indicated disbelief, 

numerous authors argue that it is possible to learn from change processes and, more specifically, 

M&A integrations (Hitt et al., 1998; Gates and Very, 2003; Marks and Mirvis, 2011). This is 

recognized by one informant with great insight in the integration project who described this 

phase as “...very structured” and that it is obvious that they (i.e. CGI) “...have done this numerous times”. 

This was something that was observed by another interviewee as well, who commented that it is 
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obvious that CGI have read up on facts and “...done their homework”. The same interviewee 

continued by explaining that CGI is very conscious of their decisions and that they often are 

based on their accumulated experience. This is reinforced as CGI explicitly state that the lessons 

learned during one acquisition are used to improve future integration processes. However, it is 

important to realize that the lessons learned from one acquisition cannot be directly applied to 

another one; there is great need to adapt the knowledge for each and every case. This is due to 

the fact that no integration phase is identical to any previous one (Hitt et al., 1998). The 

experience CGI possess has in this case had a soothing effect on the employees in Stockholm. 

This is an effect which we believe can be simulated through the utilization of consultancy firms if 

one does not possess the experience in-house. The outspoken experience can then be used to 

improve the odds for success by concerning for aspects which may be unattended otherwise. 

Furthermore, the mere realization by employees that the firm now has a greater knowledge 

within the area can instill further calm. 

Integrating is a process 

In this case, the previous integration is in fact very different from the currently ongoing. As one 

interviewee described this M&A as better in comparison to the previous (i.e. WM-data/Logica), 

since this integration was “...not as militaristic”. This was further explained as; “when WM-data 

integrated to become Logica, everything happened on one day. All signs, stickers, etc were to be exchanged and you 

were not allowed to mention WM-data [from that day on]”. The same interviewee compared the 

acquisitions and explained that this time the integration was considered to be a process, and that 

there exists a different understanding that it is people who are to be integrated and that this takes 

time. This was also strengthened by the one of the top managers who expressed that during a 

M&A integration, it is of extreme importance to plan for the entirety of the process. Moreover, 

the interviewee continued by saying that this is something that CGI has proven ability in. 

Another interviewed confirmed that CGI have a well-structured process for conducting M&As 

and that their experience shine through. One interviewee explained that CGI’s integration is 

perceived as better since they really appreciated the integration as an ongoing process, even after 

the due diligence. The interviewee explained that CGI continued communicating throughout the 

entire process of the integration, whereas other firms loosened up after the initial planning phase, 

assuming that everything would progress as planned. However, another one of the top managers 

concluded that this integration would require more time than CGI’s previous ones. This was 

explained to relate to the size of the acquisition since the processes need to be fitted to the 

different conditions in the local markets. However, we have observed good moral and high 

motivation amongst the employees, something that also has been confirmed by several of the 
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interviewees. As one of the top managers expressed it, “...CGI have an unbelievable integration strategy 

and they will implement the [planned] changes no matter what”. The execution of the strategy has been 

gradual which makes us assume that CGI’s experience has taught them to start with the most 

important parts; namely how the company should be operated and the processes for it. It is, as 

indicated, important to draw upon experience when planning for the integration. CGI have 

recognized the value in structuring a plan which is to be iteratively refined as time goes by. Their 

plan is very detailed and composed in such a way that the most important changes for the 

cultural adoption are planned first. To early impose the new culture onto the acquired 

organization enhances the chances for a successful cultural adoption. Furthermore, they show 

appreciation for the people affected by the integration. This understanding calms the employees 

and small alterations in the integration may be possible even though they may be unscheduled. 

Therefore we argue that an infrastructure for cultural adoption needs to address that the entire 

M&A integration is a continuous process. Furthermore, during this process one should start by 

implementing the most significant and characterizing changes. 

Cultural evaluation 

We further believe that CGI’s experience has affected their consideration for the impact of 

cultural differences and taught them to act fast once the announcement of the acquisition has 

been made. According to CGI’s processes, an evaluation of the cultural differences is made prior 

to the initiation of the integration, which we believe is one of the reasons CGI can act from day 

one of the integration. Further on, by evaluating the conditions of an upcoming integration, like 

Weber and Tarba (2012) as well as Marks and Mirvis (2011) suggested, CGI can reduce the risk 

of problems arising later on in the integration. The risks are also fewer in this integration since 

CGI have a strategy for how to improve the integration process. This is aligned with Shimizu et 

al. (2004) argument, that knowledge from other integrations can be applied in order to reduce the 

likelihood of mistakes recurring. The cultural evaluation is targeting similarities and differences in 

culture. This enables CGI to reflect upon which problems that may arise based on prior 

experience and how CGI should act in such a situation. This can also lead to the understanding 

of which similarities (or differences) that need to be addressed and actively managed throughout 

the integration. This is, according to us, where many M&As tend to fail. Most companies fail to 

realize the immediate risks that are due to cultural differences; which is why a cultural evaluation 

before the integration could be beneficial so as to counter these risks. 
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Experience at the Swedish office 

The experience of M&As is not only possessed by the management in Canada, but also the 

Swedish management as the Swedish board of directors consisted of several managers with 

experience of M&As. One of the interviewed top managers, with an employment time of over 15 

years at the office, has both been acquired and been at the acquiring company 20 - 30 times. A 

concrete example of how the informant’s experience has made a positive impact in this case is 

the awareness concerning the importance of communication. The informant described how the 

focus has been to get information out and conduct personal meetings with customers as well as 

employees. The leaders, both the Swedish CEO and the board of directors, have been traveling a 

lot during the integration to simply meet with employees and customers and speak of the new 

owner, a process that some authors term storytelling. O’Reilly (1989) identify storytelling and 

personal meetings, amongst other actions, as something that top management can do to 

positively impact the cultural adoption. One interviewee explained that it is possible to relate to 

and feel confidence in CGI’s strategy since “...it is a good story to tell”. The challenge is to get the 

strategy out and make everyone aware of what it is about. The interviewee’s own belief is that the 

staff managers are key and that they, based on experience, must be on board. This since staff 

managers must be on site to support and motivate the employees. A common idea, amongst the 

interviewees at the board of directors and HR respondents, is that they need to build a company 

that one can be proud off and that this is something being discussed. One of them expressed that 

they will have succeeded when people outside of the company and industry perceive the 

company as healthy and admirable. However, the interviewee concluded that this is a reputation 

difficult to establish if not someone’s own money is involved. This was further explained as the 

basis for why the board of directors at Logica could be placed on the grandstand, since they were 

not at stake financially. It is in our belief that the insight regarding the importance of building 

commitment and pride amongst the employees is based on the accumulated experience of CGI. 

This can be related to how the culture at WM-data was described to be really strong, a feeling 

which disappeared as Logica took over. Marks and Mirvis (2011) state that managers who have 

worked at a company where culture has been mismanaged puts more effort in managing it the 

next time. This is also demonstrated as the top management took own initiative in launching a 

program for the leaders, which was called ‘Realising the dream’. The leaders in Sweden, with 

support from leaders at CGI, launched the program early in the spring of 2013. This initiative 

indicates the importance, perceived by managers, to have leaders on board and that it is the staff 

managers’ task to communicate the CGI dream further down in the company. One member at 

the board of directors explained that their words were going to make the difference; expressing 
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upcoming changes and the differences compared to before. Furthermore, the employees’ 

experience in the Swedish office has also impacted the integration. Those who have been in an 

integration of two companies expressed that through their experience they know that this process 

takes time. Due to the employees’ experience, the interviewee continued, they will be a bit calmer 

during this integration. This scenario is also strengthened by other informants as well as depicted 

by Hitt et al. (1998) as they argue that experience of change positively affect future change 

processes. To have experience at the acquired firm also helps in the cultural adoption. Even 

though the employees may lack experience of changes of comparable magnitude, some type of 

change experience may be present. Moreover, this experience can be produced in a way by 

educating the managers in what to do and say as well as how to act during the integration. This 

can positively affect the cultural infrastructure as the managers at the acquired firm will be 

aligned with the acquiring firm prior to integration, which induces feelings such as 

trustworthiness and authenticity towards the acquirer’s brand. 

Scalability – regarding for size 

The fact that CGI have relevant experience and structured processes is recognized by several of 

the top leaders in Sweden. They argued that CGI have clear processes regarding the 

implementation of changes and how the integration into CGI should be executed. However, one 

of the top managers concluded that the size of this acquisition surprised CGI since it became 

clear that CGI had problems with “scaling up” the processes so that these would suit Logica. The 

informant further explained that CGI’s top management normally visit the acquired companies 

and “...redeem” them with the CGI culture. Something that was not possible in this case. An 

example of how big the difference was in this acquisition was when one informant described 

CGI’s education ‘1-on-1’, which targets the leaders. This education has during this M&A 

integration included 200 - 300 leaders. However, if this education would have concerned for the 

same tiers of managers as in earlier M&As, this would imply that 4 000 - 5 000 leaders should be 

attending. As the interviewee explained, this education was really important in order to spread the 

message. We believe that CGI, through this experience, have learned that this process has a great 

impact on the cultural adoption since it is the leaders who will carry the culture with them to their 

employees. As depicted here, it is important to see and understand the differences in size when 

trying to apply knowledge onto another case. This can be directly related to the infrastructure for 

culture in this study, leaders need to realize differences in size and circumstances and adapt 

accordingly. This has also been described in literature; the larger the size of the firm, the more 

diverse and intense problems (Shrivastava, 1986). CGI could learn from this, based on their 

experience from this case they could plan for how to address the topics of education and top 
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management visits in future M&A integrations. Further on, in the case an acquisition of similar 

size takes place in the future the management could perhaps focus even more on the 1-on-1 

educations so that the managers at the local offices could redeem the employees into the new 

corporate culture. 

Prior dissatisfaction 

Another factor we have identified to influence the integration was the positive attitude expressed 

towards this integration in comparison to the Logica/WM-data acquisition. It has been described 

by interviewees that during the reign of Logica, accountability was emphasized, but without any 

authority. This induced a negative spirit and implied that employees felt that they did not have 

any mandate to make decisions but could be held accountable if they tried. It was also mentioned 

that the new focus on local businesses and entrepreneurship, following CGI’s acquisition of 

Logica, were reasons for the positivity experienced. Furthermore, the focus could also be 

resembled to the feeling of how WM-data conducted business. This is also aligned with the 

Swedish CEO’s message when visiting Swedish offices: everyone counts and creativity is 

important. Changing toward something which one perceives as better in comparison to the 

current modus is also described by authors to have a positive impact on the attitude towards 

changing (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993; Kanter and Corn, 1994). Further on, one of the 

interviewees felt that it was unfortunate that Logica did not have an integrated culture, but 

because of that the employee believed that it would be easier to adopt CGI’s culture. This is also 

aligned with literature, as authors argue that if the culture has been mismanaged earlier, this will 

contribute to a more willing behavior towards change (Marks and Mirvis, 2011). This is also 

supported by Hitt et al. (1998) who argue that organizations with prior experience of change has 

been shown to be more open and adaptable to the changes that a M&A require. This is due to 

the fact that when a firm quite recently has undergone a M&A integration, the firm achieves a 

fluid state. In this state, the company becomes more adaptable which will positively affect a new 

acquisition (Hitt et al., 1998). The previously described factors are ones that should be exploited 

when establishing an infrastructure. For example, through a pre-study or cultural evaluation prior 

discontent can be discovered and later capitalized upon as it can be turned into an advantage for 

the acquirer. If a firm have had bad experience with a previous owner due to lack of investments, 

the new owner could accentuate their intentions of investing in the integration as well as long-

term in the acquired firm. This could then promote the feeling of improvements as the new 

owner is introduced, even though there may be no additional change apart from the investments. 

It is however crucial that one does not raise the new owner to the skies, since difficulties in 
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realizing the promises could have an adverse effect. On the other hand, if the owner is promoted 

carefully it can bestead the entire infrastructure for cultural adoption. 

Summary 

We have throughout the chapter discussed and analyzed the impact of experience in an 

integration phase. We believe that CGI’s experience from previous M&As has taught them to 

take cultural differences into consideration in an early stage. Furthermore, we also believe that 

their experience have been reflected in the plan for the integration as it concerned for the 

different circumstances. Having concerned for so many aspects is one of the key factors in this 

integration and the factors which can compose the infrastructure for cultural adoption. Another 

success factor we have identified is the experience of the top managers in Sweden, their 

experience have taught them that culture needs to be managed and that they together with the 

middle managers are the carriers of the culture. Furthermore they have also gained experience 

over the years which have affected their communication and focus. Realizing the need for 

planning and communicating change as well as accounting for lessons learned in future M&As 

are according to us among the greatest success factors. 

4.2 Planning the Integration 

The acquisition of Logica has been in line with CGI’s outspoken strategy, to grow organically and 

through acquisitions. In addition, market trends indicate that M&As, such as this one, will 

continue to occur as companies around the world desire to grow (IDG, 2012b). The customers 

are continuing to expand in order to reach new markets which puts pressure on the suppliers to 

be located in the same geographic areas. However, as literature and several case studies suggest, 

one should be careful when determining which companies to merge with or acquire (Weber and 

Tarba, 2012). Logica and CGI were a good match, since they both were in the same business and 

the chosen strategy suited well with the circumstances. CGI’s acquisition of Logica can be seen as 

a horizontal M&A, since both companies provide IT solutions toward similar customer 

segments. It was explained by one interviewee that CGI’s intentions with this acquisition was to 

strengthen their offerings and to offer end-to-end solutions to the customers. Through this we 

have concluded that CGI have used Logica to leverage their core business and has not altered 

their focus as of this M&A. The mentioned factors have been identified as success factors in 

several other, successful, M&As (Hitt et al., 1998). By focusing on the core business and 

achieving synergies with the acquired company, long-term competitive advantage and a 

strengthened market position can be reached (Hitt et al., 1998). 
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Timeframe 

The overall timeframe, as well as the guidelines for the integration, was set by senior leaders at 

CGI - all with great experience of M&As. This team did not act alone, but instead cooperated 

with the local organizations facing the change. The approach of the integration, on the other 

hand, was left to Sweden to decide upon. It has been described by one of the top managers that 

the strategy for this integration could be compared with a detailed checklist from CGI, explaining 

what Sweden should do and when. Therefore, one of the first things the top management did 

was to analyze what CGI wanted and figure out what would be different. This is something we 

perceive as a big advantage. As the local managers investigate what synergies and targets that are 

desired it is more likely that these goals will be achieved. Furthermore, the chances are even 

greater if the two firms are united in their efforts. After having screened the strategy, the 

management was to change the organization according to the requirements and CGI’s strategy. 

The interviewed further explained that much of this work was done during the summer of 2012, 

in order to be able to react fast once the public announcement was made. We believe that the 

fact that Sweden could take local conditions into consideration when planning the integration has 

impacted this integration in a positive way. Had it been the other way around, there would have 

been a high probability that the employees would not have perceived this change as well as they 

did. The previous management of Logica had a bureaucratic way of managing the company. This 

created a cultural clash between Sweden and London, something we have not observed that the 

employees have experienced during this integration. One informant with insight into the 

integration expressed that the timeframe for the integration had been set to 18 months and it was 

estimated, as one third of the time had progressed, that the outlook to meet the outset time was 

good. This was aligned with the statement of one top manager that the integration should not 

exceed one year from the date of the interview. 

The interviewees’ opinions regarding the time frame varied; some commented that this 

integration has proceeded quickly whilst others perceived the process to be slow. One of the 

interviewees stated that “CGI is suggesting that it is better to move slowly with control, instead of the 

opposite”. However, several of the interviewees who had a position higher up in the hierarchy have 

seen the timeframe for this integration as fast. However, to move fast in an integration is 

supported by Epstein (2004). Epstein (2004) has listed speed as one of five key drivers to succeed 

in an integration, he further explain that moving fast can reduce uncertainty in the organization. 

Furthermore, by making fast decisions regarding the strategic goals the stability in the 

organization is positively affected (Epstein, 2004). It is in our belief that it is CGI’s experience 

that has taught them to act fast and implement their processes. This has implied that a lot of 
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energy and time has been required from the concerned leaders, since they have had a lot to take 

in and learn as well as to communicate CGI’s messages. One of the top managers explained that 

if Sweden would have had the opportunity to plan the integration, it had only taken more time. 

This is, according to us, a great example of differences in national culture (i.e. between Sweden 

and Canada). The Swedes prefer to decide things together in consensus and really go through all 

the details. In Canada, on the other hand, it is more common that there is one person in charge 

who makes all the decisions. As was observed and explained to us, CGI’s intention was to have a 

fast integration, where speed was prioritized above coordination. It has, because of this, been a 

slight problem as the leaders were supposed to go on several meetings and/or educations all 

during the same week. One interviewee said that it has been a costly integration in both time and 

energy for the leaders and the organization. However, Logica was in bad shape before and the 

choice to proceed fast was the right one according to the same interviewee. Even though to act 

fast could be seen as the right choice as of now, it is not necessarily so later in the integration or 

in another one. It is, according to us, important to assess the effects the decision will have; in this 

case the increase in speed was at the expense of a lack in coordination. A proportionally smaller 

acquisition may not need the same pace in the integration, but instead need a higher degree of 

steering. This could also be the case if it would have been other nationalities involved, or in the 

case of a different power balance in the two firms. Therefore, it is important to make realistic 

assessments of what will have the greatest effect and then later compromise on different 

variables. 

Subsequent lay-offs 

Addressing changes early on and not leaving anything to chance can be related to another aspect 

that has been emphasized by interviewees; that it is vital to get all employees in on the change. 

This aspect, however, was described to be dependent on the success of other challenges. One 

interviewee described that one challenge was the restructuring program, which several informants 

have mentioned. Several employees got an offer of a favorable severance wage, which some of 

the employees took willingly whereas others less so. The restructuring was described as a lengthy 

and protracted process which created a feeling of anxiousness amongst the employees due to the 

experienced uncertainty. This is supported by several authors; that fear and paranoia amongst the 

employees arise when restructuring takes place and this can in turn impact the result of a M&A 

negatively (De Noble et al., 1988; Schweiger and DeNisi, 1991; Jöns et al., 2007). The 

interviewees have come to the conclusion that this process was initiated in order to lower 

overhead costs. Due to the restructuring, several interviewees have lost their colleagues and 

friends, either to another department or because they received an offer. One interviewee pointed 
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out that Logica had a history of restructuring and letting people go, something most of the 

employees still remembered. This is depicted by Barkema and Schivjen (2008) who argue the 

importance of managers keeping a balance between restructuring and acquiring. They argue that 

the managers need to realize that restructuring lowers performance due to disruption and costs. 

However, not restructuring leads to increased costs due to redundant staffing in the organization 

(Barkerna and Schivjen, 2008). A drawback in this integration was that most of the interviewees 

associated this restructuring program to be completely part of CGI’s intentions. However, some 

of the interviewees argued that this was bound to happen anyway, since the cost structure was 

imbalanced during the time of Logica. This brought, according to us, negative tension to the 

employees and could possibly have affected some of the employees’ impression of CGI, since 

they were believed to be behind the restructuring. Even though the situation was perceived as 

previously described, most interviewees stated that the overall moral at the workplace was good. 

However, we observed that there was a kind of precaution amongst the employees in the 

beginning of the year, something that changed during the spring once the restructuring was 

declared to be over. Therefore our recommendation, in accordance with what Schuler and 

Jackson (2001) suggest, is that the restructuring should be conducted faster and there should only 

be one restructuring. Further, Schuler and Jackson (2001) argue that a restructuring should be 

done in an early stage of the integration, which was done in this case and something we advocate. 

Furthermore, we also believe that it should be clearly addressed why the restructuring takes place. 

Investing 

Now, one interviewee explained, they have an organization that really works where the overhead 

costs are lower, responsibilities are clearer, and the complex matrix from Logica is gone. Thus the 

organization was first established to ensure a project based organization - in accordance with the 

new owner’s desires. A lot of time and money was spent on establishing the new organization as 

well as implementing guidelines and processes for how projects should be handled in the future. 

In parallel with the implementation of the new structure, CGI calculated for some costs to occur 

during the integration. These costs related mainly to the restructuring of the organization. 

However, some costs related to the fact that several of the red projects (i.e. projects with 

calculated loss) were bought out early in the integration in order to lift the result and the Swedish 

office got a chance to become profitable once again. We believe that CGI’s huge integration 

budget is another positive factor in the integration. This as it spreads the message that this M&A 

is something they believe in, and that CGI together with the Swedes can build a successful 

company. This is aligned with Kanter and Corn’s (1994) research which shows that if the 

acquiring firm invests in the acquired, the employees will perceive the new owner as more fair 
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and as showing good intentions and commitment. As one of the interviewees commented, it is 

never fun to work in a project that is performing badly. Something that we observed and 

confirmed through interviews was that; since most of the red projects were bought out, the 

motivation and ambition amongst the employees increased. 

Desired cultural endstate 

CGI’s desired endstate for this M&A was clear and several of the interviewees have commented 

on it, expressing that Logica would be integrated into the CGI management foundation. This 

means that Logica would adopt CGI’s strategy and culture, change brand name, and use CGI’s 

processes and systems. This strategy can be linked to Nahavandi and Malekzadeh’s (1988) 

assimilation strategy since the plan is that the acquired company shall fully adopt the acquiring 

company’s culture as well as become a part of the organizational structure. Marks and Mirvis 

(2011) have done a similar division of cultural endstate strategies, see Figure 1. The degree of 

change at the acquired company (Logica) is concluded to be high and the degree of change in the 

acquiring company (CGI) is determined to be low. This indicates, according to Marks and Mirvis 

(2011) framework, that the strategy was ‘absorption’, which Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1988) 

termed cultural assimilation. We believe that this strategy was well suited with the conditions of the 

M&A. This since Logica was described to be in bad shape and in need of change. CGI on the 

other hand had a strong culture and delivered good results, both in terms of quality and customer 

satisfaction. Moreover, CGI’s intention was to expand into the European market which was 

enabled through this M&A. In addition, Logica would now be able to enter the North American 

market which was desirable and this further stipulated the fit. 

 

Figure 1, Cultural endstate (Marks and Mirvis, 2011, p. 867) 
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There are several reasons why organizations should define a desired cultural endstate. It can 

reinforce actions that the top management decide on; it creates behavioral guidelines for the 

employees, and helps the employees decide if their leader has the right skills and knowledge to 

lead this transformation (Marks and Mirvis, 2011). The fact that CGI have an outspoken endstate 

has facilitated the change amongst the employees. Due to this, we believe that the employees 

have a better understanding of what is awaiting and how they should cope with the changes. 

They further know that they will be a part of CGI and that the requirements and standards are 

expected to be higher than before. This has resulted in the commitment and confidence returning 

to the employees and they are now proud of their work. Marks and Mirvis (2010) describe how 

defining a cultural endstate and planning towards it can lower the chances for cultural clashes. 

We therefore argue for the need to define a desired cultural endstate as early as possible in the 

infrastructure for cultural adoption. This is also aligned with Gill (2012) as she argues that 

organizational culture is something that can be consciously changed. This further indicates the 

need to plan for a desired endstate early, as the culture will change continuously during the 

integration and probably thereafter as well. In this case, the plan to reach the desired goal was 

clear; to be a member in the CGI management foundation. 

However, as two of the interviewees pointed out, this must be broken down into smaller parts in 

order to link it to what is required of the employees. CGI’s integration plan can be divided into 

four different areas; the introduction of the business and operating model - CGI Management 

Foundation, the cultural change, name change and brand, and new IT-solutions. We believe that 

by dividing the integration into different areas with separate focus, it is possible to have a clearer 

structure in the integration. Furthermore, we also believe that such a division will function well as 

an integration plan. This will impact the infrastructure for cultural adoption positively since the 

inbound components can in turn promote the culture depending on the stage the integration is 

at. These four areas that CGI have chosen to apply were further divided into sub-integration 

parts; these will be addressed in separate chapters. 

Management Foundation 

In order to become fully integrated with CGI, the management foundation was used as a tool 

and guideline. CGI’s management foundation describes and guides the top management of CGI 

on how they should govern and steer the company. Greater emphasis is put on the clients, 

members, and shareholders, which is why CGI have developed a framework for each; providing 

guidelines for how these relations should be handled. This information, concerning the three 

major stakeholders, can easily be accessed by all employees at CGI through the management 
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foundation on the intranet. This framework can be overwhelming since it contains a massive 

amount of information; however, it is easily navigated and presents the reader with a great 

overview, thus making it intuitive. At the top of the framework lies the company’s dream, 

mission, vision, and values that all have a great influence on the rest of the framework. Further 

down the reader can find the frameworks for the company’s clients, members, and shareholders; 

guiding the reader how these relations should be handled and evaluated each year (CGI, 2012b). 

The framework is shown in Figure 2 and it has been stated that this framework “...is core to the 

integration and the operations”. We, as many of the interviewees, have concluded that the culture of 

CGI is incorporated into the management foundation. The framework clearly reflect which 

aspects that CGI value and how these should be managed. It has been explained that the 

founders of CGI drew this foundation on a whiteboard years ago and have throughout the years 

expanded and refined it, and everything CGI does can be related back to the foundation. 

 

Figure 2, CGI’s Management Foundation (CGI, 2012c, p. 13) 

The introduction of CGI’s management foundation took place early in the autumn 2012 and was 

immediately available for everyone in the company. It has been explained that the management 

foundation should not be seen as an IT process methodology alone, but as a business model 

describing how the company should deliver IT services as a business. The management 

foundation gives guidelines on what to deliver, but does not explain how. It has been clear that 

each business leader/unit leader have the responsibility to deliver but also the flexibility to do it 

based on the conditions in the local market. It has thus been argued that one of the success 

factors of this integration as well as for CGI is this framework. Several of the informants have 
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argued for the strength of this framework, which is to be related to the continuity as it connects 

all parts and divisions to each other. For example, the inbound guidelines for how business 

should be conducted clearly represent the desirable authority and focus on local businesses. It 

can further be deduced that the company should work as one, and together strive towards the 

dream. Further on, the integration plan has been divided into different areas from the 

management foundation, each with its own time frame. The integration started with the most 

essential parts: how the company should operate continuing with the members, clients, and 

shareholders. The lesson that can be drawn from this is that the cultural infrastructure can benefit 

from having continuity, and by addressing the core aspects that identify the company. This can 

be made possible by having such clarity which a steering document implies, and further on 

having all the information readily available to all members of the organization. 

Cultural change – becoming a member 

The required cultural change was mentioned by several of the leaders in Sweden and they further 

stated that the activities were designed to facilitate the change. This is something which should be 

kept in mind when designing a cultural infrastructure. We advocate that the desired culture needs 

to be embedded in every activity and statement, even if the actions not primarily concern the 

culture. The new principles and key performance indicators (KPIs) encouraged the change at 

CGI and in addition a cultural change program was introduced. One important part in the 

cultural change program is that CGI invites the employees to buy shares in the company, which 

is why they are termed members. The CEO explained that it renders loyal members (employees) 

since you care more about something you own (IDG, 2013). This is in line with Shrivastava 

(1986) who argues that incentive schemes and opportunities for personal development amongst 

other factors influence the employee motivation. These factors can all influence the possibility of 

achieving the goals as it impacts employee commitment (Shrivastava, 1986). This is something 

that should be addressed through a cultural infrastructure, even if it is not financial incentives. By 

engaging employees to feel more motivated will positively affect the cultural adoption. However, 

Sweden was not given the opportunity to buy shares as early as in other countries since there 

were problems related to national regulations which needed to be solved. As one of the top 

managers explained in an interview, the Swedish employees believe that CGI have 

overconfidence in the impact of being an owner, however, this is still an important part. Further 

it was explained to be surprising that such a central part of the company took more than seven 

months to implement. As one interviewee stated; “...it would not have been necessary to have this from 

day one, but definitely during the fall”. This can be related to the size of the acquisition and that CGI 

had no experience of acquiring firms in the EU. Therefore, it can be argued that all parameters 
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affecting the inbound components of the integration plan should have been scrutinized and 

concerned for. Yet again, the process of a M&A is encompassing, making it near impossible to 

regard for every single aspect which can possibly influence the integration. However, we deem 

that the more important parts (e.g. becoming a member) should have been thoroughly examined 

in order to ensure successful and timely implementation. The CEO has talked about ownership, 

both explicitly and indirectly, which has created a great symbolic value. One interviewee 

concluded that this would have gained more momentum if it had come as a Christmas gift (i.e. 

been made available the 24th of December). However, it is not possible to conclude if this delay 

may contribute to any long-term effects. On the other hand, it is clear to us that if the ownership 

incentive would have been established earlier, the cultural adoption could have progressed 

smoother. 

The possibility to purchase shares and becoming a member is part of CGI’s incentive systems 

and one of the challenges would be to solve the problems regarding the opportunity to buy 

shares and thus becoming a member. One interviewee saw possible problems due to regulations 

set by the tax office and the union. As with most of the work during the integration, a lot was 

kept secret until it was completed and ready to be revealed. About eight weeks after the interview 

with the person explaining the problems with the incentive plans, another interviewee described 

that it was soon to be implemented. During this time, there had been almost no information 

regarding the bonus systems which was by us perceived as odd. The new incentive plans were 

based on market oriented salaries. In addition to this, there was a Profit Participation Plan (PPP) 

and a Share Purchase Plan (SPP). Both the PPP as well as the SPP was going to be in place 

during July 2013. This shows that a tremendous amount of effort had been put in behind the 

scenes in order to ensure the implementation of the changes. This is something we believe may 

have had a positive effect. If the employees would have been aware of the turmoil regarding the 

implementation of the SPP and PPP, it may have led to anxiety and uncertainty. In turn, these 

feelings could have led to lower work moral and faith towards CGI. To be referred to as a 

member and not actually being able to become one during the first months of the integration 

could have impacted the integration negatively. This as it indicated an inconsistency in CGI’s 

intentions which could have induced skepticism amongst the employees. Therefore, we believe 

that the most influential factors in an infrastructure for cultural adoption should be implemented 

rapidly and with firm control. 
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Brand change 

The brand change from Logica to CGI took place on the 14th of January 2013. That morning, the 

employees took part in a meeting where the top management explained that they now were a part 

of CGI. The strategy to adopt CGI’s brand (instead of Logica) was a good choice since CGI had 

a stronger brand, even though not as well-known in Europe. To adopt the stronger brand is 

according to Marks and Mirvis (2010) the best strategy, even in the case of the acquired firm 

having the stronger brand. The meeting on the 14th of January was perceived as short and several 

of the interviewees had wished for more information or that it had been made a bigger event. 

This can be seen as a minor part of the integration, but each part is important for the end result. 

The brand change clearly stated that Logica now was part of CGI, both to the employees as well 

as the customers (and in fact also society as a whole). This as a commercial introducing the new 

ownership was aired on TV on several channels for a certain time period. However, we believe 

that the event at the office would have had greater impact and impressed the employees more if 

the message would have been communicated by Michael E. Roach. The Swedish management 

had promoted this event and invited everyone to participate at a given time and location, 

therefore, most employees had high expectations regarding the event, expectations that were not 

fulfilled. If the managers instead had not made a big event out of it, the employees would not 

have reacted in the same way. This could perhaps have been beneficial since we observed how 

employees reacted negatively to the launch of the new brand. Contrary, if the event would have 

been a big deal, we believe that it would have had a positive effect as it would live up to the 

expectations. Thereby, we determine that either not having amplified the event or simply having 

met the expectations could have altered the reactions in this case for the better. Hence, the 

management should learn from this and not exaggerate events or happenings of any kind unless 

they are intended to be extravagant. 

New IT-solutions 

One of the synergies expected of the integration would be the result of CGI’s intentions to 

implement their tools, platforms, and applications in the entire company. This was a comprising 

process and included decisions on which systems and applications to use. One of the bigger 

implementations taking place was that of the ERP-system that was to change during the summer 

of 2013. Switching to CGI’s tools and systems did according to us facilitate the change to CGI 

and their culture. The systems were constructed in accordance with CGI’s way of working and by 

gaining knowledge of the new systems, the employees could get a feeling of how CGI operated 

and what they promoted. This is something which should be considered when promoting a new 
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culture, be it as a result of a M&A or just as a desire of the current owner. Cultural adoption 

through an infrastructural approach has a lot to gain by imbuing the tools and processes with the 

desired controls and functions. This will according to us function as to reflect the desired culture 

that is to be promoted onto the organization. 

This was further depicted as it was taken one step further by introducing a new tool, which 

implied registering all the planned meetings and phone calls with the customers. The new tool 

puts pressure on employees to meet the customers, which in the long run is believed to generate 

more business. This new tool is a great example of how KPIs were introduced; the system 

required the salespeople to schedule a certain amount of calls per day which later would be used 

as a KPI. The probability to sell more projects increases as more calls are being made. However, 

as most changes, this was also met with some resistance. Employees within the sales department 

complained that the new system was insufficient and that more time was spent on administrative 

tasks than on the actually selling. According to one interviewee the new KPI induced more 

transparency to the department but also met some resistance since it now became clear which 

employees that actually sold projects. In addition to the previously mentioned sales tool, another 

one was introduced as well during the fall 2012. The former act as governance whereas the latter 

is meant to evaluate customer satisfaction. Before the integration with CGI, the customers’ 

satisfaction was rarely evaluated. CGI is however very customer oriented and this is something 

that is clearly reflected in their management foundation. The framework explains how customers 

should be handled and how customer satisfaction is measured (IDG, 2013). Customer 

satisfaction is, as of CGI, measured face-to-face after each project and one of the new tools that 

was introduced addressed this question (CGI, 2012b). This awareness and desire to be aware 

regarding the customers’ preferences was described to promote a feeling of positivity as the 

company now was perceived as healthy. Another interviewee described the processes as natural 

since CGI did not complicate them and, most importantly, “...they know what works”. Again the 

continuity is visualized as CGI’s steering document aligns with their values and actions. It is by us 

perceived to be of great importance that the infrastructure for cultural adoption possesses such a 

continuity and clarity. Thereby, the desired behavior and culture will be reflected in every action 

and decision, regardless of level in the organization which further will promote the establishment 

of the new culture. 

Yet another tool was introduced during the fall of 2012, a tool which helps the managers govern 

the organizations different projects. The employees responsible for the delivery are encouraged 

to address potential problems early on in order to reduce the risk of surprises. This further 

established CGI’s intentions and desire to have a transparent organization. The introduction of 
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health check (as the tool is called) has been welcomed by both managers and project leaders. This 

process has in turn led to a better understanding of the operations and the projects. Project 

leaders now have a greater overview of how their projects are progressing. Even though the 

health check process may require some extra time, it is perceived as a necessity. Before this tool 

was introduced there were few who knew the actual status of projects and only about 25 of the 

deliverance projects were followed up on a national level in Sweden. When the tool was 

introduced last fall it was estimated that these 25 projects would be easy to import into the 

system. Today there are over 160 projects that continuously are being updated in the system, 

whereas the majority was added during the fall. To make a comparison, the value of the reported 

projects was 80% of the turnover. As described, not all projects have been reported into this 

system; however, the work is not done yet. If the managers continue to provide support and help 

argue for the need to follow this process, it is highly possible to achieve the 100% target. It was 

expressed that top management support is of great importance when implementing new 

processes or changes in general. The interviewee described how the health check process had 

been met with reluctance, however, this changed overnight. It was however unclear how this 

happened, but the employee guessed that it probably was due to a statement by the management. 

The informant commented that it would likely be the result of top management saying “...that 

everyone had to align and conduct this process”. Management support is another factor which we deem 

would have great impact in a cultural infrastructure. This has also been proven in other contexts 

such as the previous example; if the management do not support a change it will most likely face 

failure. Management support will be further elaborated on further on in the sub-chapter 

‘Management support’. The health check system is built to intercept projects heading in the 

wrong direction, so that action plans can be developed. Projects heading in the wrong direction 

are directly reported to the business leader (i.e. Sweden’s CEO) who has commented that 

approximately 2 hours per day are spent analyzing and working with these. We believe that the 

tools together with the new processes will increase the quality in the projects as well decrease the 

risk for taking in new and unprofitable projects. This initiative is aligned with CGI’s values: to be 

a company that delivers high quality to its customers and they are now one step closer to CGI’s 

culture. One interviewee emphasized the need to regard for how the changes affect each other 

and look to the processes as a whole. Whilst implementing health check introduces a kind of 

authority and in some way accountability, it is mainly a tool for governance. However, there is an 

intention to develop towards clearer authority and accountability in all decisions. Thus, the 

introduction of health check could be used to strengthen these two aspects. Another approach is 

to introduce these aspects in some other manner in order to promote the adoption of these tools 
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which require clear authority and accountability. Gill (2012) argues that the leaders are important 

as new values are to be introduced. We further believe that the values, even though promoted 

through tools, need to be enacted through leaders.  

As mentioned earlier, the changes that several of the interviewees had noticed implied changes of 

key performance indicators (KPIs) as well. The projects were (as of CGI) evaluated on different 

parameters and, even more so, continuously. This is something that has been planned for and 

thus a result of the integration. The outspoken objective is that Sweden will be measured on the 

same parameters as everyone else in CGI (IDG, 2013). To have aligned measures is supported in 

literature; Epstein (2004) claims that one success factor in post-acquisition integrations is that the 

acquirer’s measurement systems are transferred to and adopted by the acquired firm. This is 

something which we perceive as positive as well, this shows that CGI’s intentions are to have the 

acquired organization completely absorbed into CGI’s, which further indicate their long-term 

intentions. This is another factor which should be concerned for in an infrastructure for cultural 

adoption. If the desire is to integrate the acquired company into the acquirer’s structure, all 

measurements should align and show consistency with the overarching objectives. However, the 

case company should have acted faster as there still is work left to be done. Since all KPIs are not 

in place at the Swedish office, this could lead to an ‘us-against-them’ feeling as the organizations 

are not yet identical in terms of KPIs, tools, and processes. 

New guidelines 

Another major change was in the guidelines on how the daily work should be conducted by 

salesmen and those with delivery responsibilities, a change that was implemented during the fall 

of 2012. The guidelines were presented in the form of a new framework, which described in 

detail how business should be conducted. The guidelines include everything from proposal to 

delivery. The employees live by it and follow the steps stringently; however, the processes can be 

seen as complicated at first. But as one interviewee argued, it will be better once all the processes 

have been put together. Another interviewee explained that when the process was to be 

implemented, it was initially designed to meet the needs in the American offices. This implied 

that there were some proportional differences as the Swedish business unit is very different from 

all the other ones in CGI. Firstly, the Swedish one is a lot bigger and secondly the contracts are 

greater to the amount but lower in values than other business units. This last difference has 

implied that the bid process had to be altered to match the Swedish market. Previously, CGI 

have had a division of businesses based on value, whereas these did not accurately correspond to 

the businesses conducted in Sweden. The need to change this division was firstly realized by the 
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Swedish employees and, even though CGI have been quite firm with imposing changes, CGI 

agreed to alter this scale. The fact that CGI allowed for some alterations to the process has 

indicated an understanding of the differences between business units. This realization of 

differences and similarities, and furthermore that CGI act in accordance with the given 

circumstances, had a positive effect in the integration. This is because of the fact that the 

employees get a feeling that CGI is sympathetic in the sense that they show an understanding for 

others’ needs and desires. By showing empathy, the owner can further gain credibility which 

further fosters the commitment amongst the employees. This aspect is one that should be 

regarded for in the infrastructure for cultural adoption. To concern for the members of the 

organization creates loyal and motivated employees which renders the employees more 

susceptive to cultural change. Another change that followed the introduction of new guidelines 

was that the mandates were rearranged so that employees now needed to gain approval on 

businesses. This resulted in a complicated bureaucracy since several of the managers, both from 

Sweden and England, needed to be included in the process. One of the managers explained that 

this created frustration amongst the employees since they did not understand the reason behind 

it, and neither did the interviewed manager. However, the interviewee believed that these 

guidelines brought a lot of good things with it, such as clarity and business mindedness. We 

believe that the introduction of these guidelines promoted the adoption of CGI’s culture since 

they have a focus on high quality and customer satisfaction. The alignment holds true yet again, 

this further signifies the value that can be applied into an infrastructure for cultural adoption. 

Management support 

Even though the introduction of processes and guidelines brought positive effects, there could in 

some instances have been negative consequences as well. The workload on the leaders was an 

aspect that could have been met with resistance according to one of the top managers. This was 

explained to be due to the managers having responsibility for numerous members, needing to 

meet with customers, and further on having to educate themselves in new systems and processes. 

However, according one top manager that was interviewed, what can be observed is that they are 

striving onwards and following the plan without withering. One employee with responsibilities to 

ensure the implementation of certain processes explained that support from top management is 

received. However, the problem is middle management. The employee described that these 

managers are struggling with a lot of work as well as pressure from both above and beneath (i.e. 

from their managers, customers, and employees). Marks and Mirvis (2010) argue that middle 

management often tend to get caught in the middle, overwhelmed with questions from both 

beneath and above. This shows that companies need to determine the right amount of changes to 
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impose at a time. Too many may destroy the possibilities of achieving the desired goals but too 

few may lead to the integration requiring too much time and resources. This has also been 

targeted in an article by Sirkin et al. (2005) who argue that the workload should not exceed 110% 

of their average day. If the tasks require additional time (i.e. more than the 10% increase) the 

usual work tasks should be reduced to balance the workload (Sirkin et al., 2005). We also found 

that the workload on leaders needs to be balanced, foremost since the leaders will act as the local 

cultural carriers. Additionally, we believe that the motivation and support from the middle 

management have an important part in this infrastructure for cultural adoption, something that 

also has been identified by Marks and Mirvis (2010). The employees take after their managers and 

if they can see that the managers believe in this by taking action and really committing to change, 

they will as well. This is also supported by O’Reilly (1989) as well as Paul and Berry (2013) who 

argue that if management take visible action in order to support cultural values, the employees 

will begin to believe in these values as well. Furthermore, if the leaders on the other hand do not 

provide the needed explanations as to the cultural change, the employees will provide their own 

(Chatman and Eunyoung Cha, 2003). Thus, we believe that in order to avoid unnecessary tension 

and anxiety the cultural infrastructure needs to be supported by the different managers. An 

example of the effect when they do not show enough support would be, as we observed, how an 

internal change project lost momentum. If it instead had gotten the appropriate amount of 

support the change project would have been welcomed and in progress. This project could have 

been planned later on during the integration so that the managers’ workload would have been 

proportionally smaller compared to the time of the actualization in this case. 

Motivation and commitment 

In an article published by IDG (2012a) they referred to a statement by the CEO of CGI where 

he explained that one of CGI’s strengths is that they have always been local. Furthermore, it was 

described how CGI have a decentralized model which allows Sweden to make their own 

decisions regarding their market growth and delivery. Moreover, it was also stated that Sweden 

would be measured on the same parameters as everyone else (IDG, 2013). As CGI’s strategy is to 

have local presence and focus, the need to grow awareness of this with the employees was crucial 

according to one interviewee. This is also one of the factors we believe to have increased the 

motivation amongst the employees. CGI’s intention is to have a local presence which brings 

them closer to their customers since, as mentioned before, the relationship with CGI’s clients is 

one of the keystones in the company. 
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In accordance with the new emphasis on the three groups of stakeholders, several of the 

interviewees commented that the feeling they have gotten from CGI so far was that the 

individual had received more authority and was now personally responsible for the delivery. One 

interviewee explained: “employees need to take more accountability against our clients” and another 

informant stated that “...accountability and authority will [now] be in better balance”. A conclusion one of 

the interviewees drew was that this could possibly lead to higher requirements on the margins 

and demand higher quality within the projects than before. Another interviewee commented that 

this change had already left marks since the employees cared more about the company and each 

other than before; the conclusion drawn was that this change related to the fact that they now 

were allowed to act on the local market. This was supported by another employee who argued 

that gaining authority in the local offices was perceived as a contributor to why the M&A was 

welcomed. The international presence with a regional focus aligned very well with the Swedish 

Logica since most of the Swedish businesses were conducted on the regional market. Another 

factor, explained to us, was that Logica had been in a situation where the employees were longing 

for clarity in the product portfolio as well as in how the assortment should be presented. This is 

also one of the factors that we believe contributed to the high motivation at the workplace, since 

CGI is encouraging the Swedes to conduct business in a manner they prefer and are used to. This 

is something we have found in literature, as Chatman and Eunyoung Cha (2003) argue that the 

sense of low formal direction can induce the feeling of ownership. This aspect implies that the 

employees will perform better as a result (Chatman and Eunyoung Cha, 2003). Therefore, the 

infrastructure for cultural adoption should adopt this approach; to guide but not force the 

members in a certain direction that is preferable. The fact that CGI focus more attention on 

employees was noticeable. They were given more authority with the freedom to conduct the 

work in a manner they perceived appropriate. Furthermore, CGI’s yearly feedback evaluations 

were believed to bring the opportunity of raising questions they believe are important. One of the 

interviewees recalled that CGI’s management was more relaxed but required results and used 

measurements to a greater extent. This is aligned with the description from one top manager who 

argued that there is an enthusiasm and belief in the future amongst the employees. Even though 

the employees for the most part are feeling anticipation, they sometimes remain biding. This was 

explained to be related to the fact that the company was composed of technicians who, for the 

most part, are focused on details and need proof before accepting things. This was something 

recognized by the management team and, despite the lack of proof to show the technicians, the 

integration was perceived to progress well. 
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An effect of the integration was the increase in authority which has implied new areas of 

responsibilities or at least a definition of responsibilities. One of the interviewees mentioned that 

the responsibility of selling new projects to clients was partly being prompted down to the staff 

managers as an additional task to their daily activities. Another interviewee confirmed this as the 

following was stated during an interview: “[To] sell [projects] is everybody’s business”. One of the top 

managers confirmed this by clarifying that one of the milestones in this integration was that 

everyone should conduct business. 

Flexibility and adaptability 

There has also been a lot going on with the technical systems apart from the previous apparent 

situation with responsibilities. One employee explained how CGI’s way of integrating Logica into 

their organizational structure, in terms of technical systems, fit very well based on their history. 

The interviewee clarified this as, previously during Logica’s reign, there were different systems in 

use in different parts of the organization; which did not turn out great. Even though the initial 

strategy was to replace all systems at Logica with those currently in use at CGI, the management 

decided to keep Logica’s intranet as this was deemed better than CGI’s current one. This 

initiative, to keep processes that were perceived as better, was welcomed since the employees did 

not get overrun with a full-on assimilation strategy. A conclusion that the interviewee drew was 

that no integration would be successful if the persons affected were not willing to change. Based 

on this, getting the people onboard and addressing their needs and desires are vital in order to 

create a sound base in any change project. Therefore, we believe that by allowing even just a 

small change to remain the same can affect the employees in the integration to position 

themselves more positively. This is seen as reflecting a good sense for when changing is not 

needed or even would contribute to something less good. As CGI have allowed for alterations in 

processes, depending on local needs, they have also ensured that changes in processes and tools 

need approval from Canada prior to implementation. In addition, if there existed similar needs 

on other markets a collaboration between these markets/nations was established, and if possible 

they could apply the same altered solution. By these means redundant work was avoided and at 

the same time processes were still, in the core, the ones CGI sought to distribute. The greatest 

advantage of them all being that each country could alter tools and/or processes, resulting in the 

offices experiencing humility from CGI and moreover having influence on the integration. 
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Current culture 

One of the main purposes of the integration was to impose CGI’s culture onto the different 

offices. However, throughout our study (both during observations and interviews) the 

informants’ answers varied significantly as they were to describe the current culture of the 

company. Some informants suggested that there, in fact, was no difference today in comparison 

to the Logica period whereas others said that the culture had taken a turn for the better. Even 

though the answers differed, most interviewees tended to see differences in the culture which 

were mostly improvements. Many interviewees related back to WM-data, even if they had no 

firsthand experience of it, which implied that the employees perceived that things were going to 

improve. As one informant stated: “The WM-data spirit is reappearing in some manner; the 

entrepreneurship is emphasized and the individual is gaining credibility”. A few interviewees described a 

feeling of being promoted as an employee and that they, their colleagues, and managers had 

received increased responsibility. One employee described this to relate to the fact that they 

would now become members (i.e. shareholders) and thus would have more influence on the 

business. Numerous interviewees described how co-operation now was going to be emphasized. 

Previously, intra-organizational boundaries implied competition which hindered the company’s 

objectives from being fulfilled. The interviewee explained by giving an example of the previous 

mindset when employees were requested to another department: “...’no, you may not steal our 

consultants, these are ours and you may not borrow him/her for this project’”. However, this has now 

changed according to the same informant; “we are now moving towards a common goal, which implies that 

we now co-operate in a totally different manner and I believe this is something everyone want”. One interviewee 

described how they perceived the situation. The consultants have experienced no or little change 

and the managers have experienced more. This is something that is being reflected towards the 

consultants as they tend to move in the same direction, this suggests that they believe this is the 

culture and therefore try to adopt towards that. The interviewee continued with the following 

statement: “Culture is what you make it out to be... [and] I believe that the culture is changing right now”. 

The remainder 

Even though a lot of the changes were communicated and many implemented, there was still 

work to be done at the end of our study. Amongst the work left to be done was the introduction 

of delivery assurance and the framework for client partnership; these were planned to start during 

the fall 2013 and the work would continue into 2014. Through this, it is clear that CGI’s 

intentions to have the acquired company fully integrated into CGI within the first year would not 

be reached. This time frame has previously been possible, however, that held true for smaller 
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M&As. It can be concluded that the size of this acquisition surprised CGI and that the processes 

they have are not entirely compatible with this size of an acquisition. However, even though 

there has been some friction during the integration due to different factors such as the size and 

the restructuring program, the integration has progressed well. When one top manager was posed 

with the question: ”Has everything proceeded according to plan?”, the answer was: “Yes, as a matter of fact 

it has, and that is what makes it so impressive!” 

Summary 

In this chapter we have discussed and analyzed the desired cultural endstate, the plan for the 

integration, and the implications of the changes which have taken place during the first nine 

months of the integration. We believe that one of the success factors in this integration was the 

clear strategy for the cultural endstate. The strategy used in this case was an assimilation strategy, 

which implies that Logica was imposed with CGI’s culture. Albeit, it is important to recognize 

that changing a culture is far from easy and that it will take time. Another success factor in this 

integration was the plan, since it has been commented that cultural differences between Logica 

and CGI were evaluated before the integration. The integration plan has further been divided 

into four different modules, where each part had their own timeframe and CGI started with the 

most essential parts. In order for Logica to adopt CGI’s culture, we have found and analyzed 

some tools (foremost guidelines and frameworks) applied to facilitate this change. In this case it 

has been stated that the CGI management foundation framework is the carrier of the culture; 

however, we also believe that middle management have been a great part of fostering the cultural 

change. We also believe that being a member and owning a small share of the company have 

facilitated this change and led to a higher motivation and ambition amongst the employees. 

4.3 Communication 

Most employees perceived the integration phase to have proceeded smoothly and the overall 

impression was positive. It is in our belief that a great contributor to the success can be related to 

the information process that has been applied. The process is similar to the one Cartwright and 

Cooper (1993) present which can be used when implementing change. The authors conclude that 

it is of essence to address why the change is needed and so is it also when conveying a message 

(Cartwright and Cooper, 1993). It is important to not only spread the message but also adapt it 

depending on the context of why the information is needed (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993). As 

the change experienced by the employees at CGI is due to the integration, the information 

should therefore be adapted in accordance. The information need to clearly state the intentions, 
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that the company (in this case) is to be integrated into the acquirer’s organizational structure and 

culture. The authors further argue that ‘the what’ and ‘the how’ also are important areas to 

acknowledge; these concern the content and the process. Similarly in the context of information, 

it is important to specify the message as well as the process of delivering the message. 

Core messages 

The majority of CGI’s core messages have been embedded in the information that has been sent 

to the members, emphasizing the importance of for example customer satisfaction. Moreover, 

when information has been communicated in person, the managers have also ensured to deliver 

these core messages in some way. CGI’s core messages are summarized in Table 1. The 

communication that has taken place during this integration has thus been in line with how change 

should be planned for (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993). Since the communication has followed the 

structure Cartwright and Cooper (1993) suggest, it is in our belief that the employees have a 

better understanding of the change and its implications. Several of the employees have 

understood why this has happened; Logica was in bad shape and it was necessary to do 

something. This was also supported in an interview with one of the top managers. Cartwright and 

Cooper’s (1993) ‘what’ will be discussed further on in this chapter as there have been different 

contents in the messages during the integration. 

 Table 1, CGI’s core messages during the integration 

 Increased global reach in our deliveries - 71 000 employees in 40 countries 

A stronger focus on the local market - 400 offices show that local support is one of the 

cornerstones in CGI’s strategy 

Increased proximity to our customers; business begins locally, close to our customers, 

and then grow globally - not vice versa 

Improved customer satisfaction - CGI have the last 10 years had an average customer 

satisfaction of over 9 out of 10 

CGI stands for quality - 95% of all projects are delivered on time and budget 

New "cookbook" for the business - CGI Management Foundation framework provides 

the conditions for success 

Enhanced engagement of our employees - all are offered ownership 
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The core messages from CGI could be categorized into two areas; the future and the past (of 

CGI). The future (i.e. where Logica is a part of CGI) highlights new business opportunities that 

have developed since the acquisition: Increased global reach, A stronger focus, Increased 

proximity, and New “cookbook”. The ones concerning the past (the reputation of CGI) are: 

Improved customer satisfaction, CGI stands for quality, and Enhanced engagement. These 

messages do in turn communicate what CGI is known for and the possibilities for the future. We 

believe that focusing on a few core messages can help the infrastructure for cultural adoption. 

The messages could focus on the owner and what it is that characterize them. Further on, the 

advantages perceived as of the M&A should also be communicated. The messages from CGI 

have been recounted and recognized by several of the interviewees in a positive manner. Thus, 

we believe that CGI have really succeeded in communicating their core messages. We assume 

that the repetition of messages (i.e. overcommunication) during the first months has had a 

positive impact on the employees as they could recall them. The fact that the employees could 

relate to the messages and feel confidence in them is, according to us, further reason for their 

acceptance. This is in line with Epstein’s (2004) findings that overcommunication was a factor 

identified in several successful M&A integrations. Furthermore, the messages communicated 

from the Swedish management team were the desire to reestablish a healthy company and to 

position the company strongly on the Swedish market. The messages also concerned the desire to 

become a brand that the competition fears. One interviewee said that it is supposed to be fun and 

stimulating working at CGI, and that that they should be able to take pride in the company. 

Contrary to the desire amongst the employees, our findings show mixed feelings regarding the 

time of Logica; however, most of them were negative. CGI’s bullet points, to deliver high quality 

and to have a high customer satisfaction, are according to us a good foundation to reestablish the 

lost spirit in the Swedish organization. This was explained to be performed through the means of 

communication. As one of the top managers explained, they have two different things to 

communicate to the employees. Firstly, that they have a new mission, meaning that the company 

will be managed in a different way. Secondly, what this implies for the employees and the 

different roles. The interviewee further explained that the majority of the employees were not 

satisfied with how the company was managed previously and that it therefore was necessary to 

communicate in “...a ‘down to earth’-approach”, both to employees as well as customers. Thus, both 

CGI and the Swedish management team have had a consistent message which they have 

communicated to the employees. This is according to us one factor which have had a big impact, 

as the Swedish management truly believed in CGI and their messages, and furthermore acted in 

accordance with them. This is also something that has been addressed in literature by O’Reilly 
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(1989) who argues that managers influence the adoption depending on how they position 

themselves. 

Several of the Swedish top managers addressed the topic of culture during the interviews and 

they further argued that it will come to change. The change in work structure and processes will 

require a cultural change, which is linked to CGI’s dream. The dream is: “To create an environment in 

which we enjoy working together and, as owners, contribute to building a company we can be proud of” together 

with their mission and vision commented on as healthy and easy to understand by most of the 

interviewees (CGI, 2012a, p. 4). One of them commented that if CGI can get the employees to 

work towards this dream and actively follow it, it would result in a company where the employees 

enjoy working. The dream can be linked to CGI’s vision: “To be a world-class IT and business process 

services leader helping our clients win and grow.” (CGI, 2012a, p. 4). We believe that the consistency and 

continuity in everything that is done and said helps conveying the messages, since everything can 

be related back to the dream. Holland and Salama (2010) argue that common goals and shared 

visions can help the integration proceed smoothly, since it has been argued by several authors 

that differences in corporate culture can have a negative influence of the performance of a M&A 

(Datta, 1991). Holland and Salama (2010) further explain that gaining knowledge of the other 

firm’s vision can increase the understanding of the company. This is also emphasized by Marks 

and Mirvis (2010) as they describe how a clear vision that is received well will positively affect the 

integration phase. 

The benefits of this acquisition and how well Logica and CGI really fit together were 

communicated in an early phase of the integration. One of the strongest arguments was the new 

business opportunity to offer end-to-end solutions to the customer. As Epstein (2004) suggests, 

managers should inform and communicate the fit between the acquired and acquiring business 

during the integration. One of the top managers explained that “…CGI have a DNA that is well-

suited with us”. It was further explained that CGI did a correct evaluation of Logica when they 

concluded that the company was in bad shape and mismanaged. The interviewee continued by 

stating that 50% of Logica had a DNA similar to CGI. This since Logica consisted of Unilog, 

CMG, and WM-data. The interviewee further explained that the managers emphasized opposing 

aspects to those which had been disliked in the previous organization. The disliked aspects were 

amongst other global and complex matrices, unclear responsibilities, and dismantling of local 

offices. This is another type of fit we have deduced as CGI’s DNA and culture are similar to the 

feeling and culture at WM-data. We observed the effects of this to be that employees understood 

the fit and therefore coped with the changes more easily. This is something we deem would be 

beneficial to address in any infrastructure for cultural adoption, to determine a few core 
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messages. These should consist of trademarks of the acquiring organization as well as the 

possibilities enabled through the M&A. The core messages should then be overcommunicated 

and moreover embedded throughout all communication efforts. 

Communication channels 

Numerous communication channels were utilized during the integration in order to reach all the 

members. The management team was aware that different persons acquire knowledge through 

different means. This was further explained as: where one person might gain knowledge by 

listening another may need to read the message. Therefore, personal communication through the 

leaders, board meetings, staff meetings, information on the intranet, and email are all channels 

that were being utilized. Marks and Mirvis (2010) address the need to use multiple 

communication media (i.e. channels) in order to reach all the employees and ensure that they 

grasp the content. Even though the efforts on communicating in this integration were immense, 

some interviewed managers were concerned that it may not have been enough. It would all come 

down to how your closest manager acted and positioned him-/herself in this matter, and the 

amount of information the employee personally needed to grasp the messages. CGI have thus 

used several of the available tools to communicate the main messages, which Holland and Salama 

(2010) argue is an important factor in integrations. Since most of the employees have appreciated 

the information flow, we believe that CGI’s hard work in communicating their messages have 

succeeded. The old Logica employees can relate to CGI and almost describe the culture, which is 

an important step in the transformation/adoption over to the CGI culture. This is something 

that should be replicated when establishing an infrastructure in any other M&A. 

Front figures 

One of the bigger events, with a focus on verbal communication, took place during the fall 2012. 

The event was CGI’s annual tour and all the employees at the Stockholm office were gathered 

together in a conference hall in the vicinity. The top management at CGI presented last year’s 

results and the strategy for the coming years. This event has been described as much appreciated 

amongst the employees. One of the interviewees linked the success of the live streaming to 

Michael E. Roach, the CEO of CGI. He was described as charismatic and furthermore retailed to 

have said what the employees wanted to hear. As one of the interviewees recounted; “We have no 

more England to blame”. This was something that was received well amongst the old Logica 

employees in Sweden since they were tired of the British leadership style with a lot of 

accountability without authority. This previous argument could be related to national- and 

organizational culture; however, it could be related to other factors as well. As a top manager 
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described it, culture is a vast area and this makes it difficult to pinpoint what culture really is. The 

culture of CGI was explained to be transferred through messages that were to be mainly 

delivered from Michael E. Roach and Serge Godin, one of the founders of CGI. The messages 

concerned, but were not limited to, the topics of members, the CGI story, and a strong owner. 

This was what made an imprint on the employees, inducing the feelings of trustworthiness and 

seriousness. Moreover, it was explained to us that the front figures (i.e. Michael E. Roach and 

Serge Godin) were greatly respected due to their charisma and knowledge. Other words that have 

been used when describing the leaders were motivation and commitment. This is something we 

believe has been reflected in another manner as well, since they both live and embrace the CGI 

culture. When Michael E. Roach visited Stockholm, he went to the local offices and engaged in 

discussions and small talk with employees at different floors (i.e. not only managers). 

Furthermore, he also took the time to meet with local customers, which we believe promoted the 

message of local focus furthermore. In accordance with this, one interviewee described that the 

customers articulated positivity towards the M&A, feeling confidence in CGI’s brand. Therefore, 

another aspect to address when constructing an infrastructure for cultural adoption is to establish 

front figures. This is something that Sirkin et al. (2005) have identified as well; they argue that 

company leaders need to visibly endorse the change. Gill (2012) argue that if the front figure 

show low moral or doubt this will result in resistance. These front figures should according to us 

enact the culture in every move they make. Furthermore, we believe that they should provide 

guidance through their actions in terms of what type of behavior that is desirable. 

Education 

During one interview we were told that, in Sweden, a lot of time has been spent on 

communicating the dream and the vision of what is to happen; in other words communicating 

the goal of this integration. As it has been stated earlier in this chapter, there are several benefits 

in determining a desired cultural endstate. As an example it helps the HR-department to 

determine communication methods and the training/education that is needed (Weber and Tarba, 

2012). As the majority of employees within the company were not familiar with CGI’s processes 

and values (44 000 employees from Logica and CGI previously consisted of 27 000 employees), 

CGI decided to invite all new members to an e-learning course. The course introduced the 

employee to CGI’s member processes. In other words, how the members of CGI can affect the 

company by participating in yearly evaluation and that they are responsible for their career. The 

education also introduced the member to CGI’s dream and vision and how they could help to 

fulfill this. The education was mandatory and a few weeks after the deadline most of the 

employees in Sweden had undergone the education. According to one of the interviewees, the 
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initiative to this e-learning came from the CGI management and the purpose was to educate the 

employees in the subject of CGI. We believe that this e-learning course was a good initiative in 

terms of infrastructure for cultural adoption. The course gave the employees a great overview of 

CGI and their processes, especially how they value the members of the organization and how the 

members can raise their voice. There was also an education for the Swedish leaders. One top 

manager explained to us that leaders and staff managers were the ones attending the ‘Realising 

the Dream’ program. This program was targeting the different employees with managerial 

responsibilities, educating them to be able to carry out CGI’s dream. It was described by several 

attendees and one of the organizers to have been much appreciated. The ‘Realising the Dream’ 

program was a leadership education and concerned topics such as: cultural change, 

responsibilities, organizational structures, achieving profitability, and foremost cooperation 

between offices. In relation to this a top manager, amongst others, explained to us that there has 

existed a “…Silo-way of thinking” and that the mindset has been that “…I protect my own business and 

do what I can”. This means that consultants have been seen as private resources and that this has 

led to an internal competition. Thus, decisions have previously not been based on what is best 

for Logica Sweden. This behavior is believed to be erased, or at least affected, by the new 

incentive- and payment schemes and through the change in corporate culture. We argue that 

there exist benefits in educating the employees and leaders. Therefore, educations which reflect 

the desired culture and values, and at the same time teach the receptors in the desired topic, 

should be included in any infrastructure for cultural adoption. 

Transparency and openness 

CGI have been described as a transparent organization and that the communication during the 

integration has been very open. These aspects are aligned with CGI’s strategy, to have their 

employees as owners in the company. This transparency has also helped the employees to cope 

with the ongoing changes, and there has only been minor resistance during the integration. This 

is somewhat in alignment with Cartwright and Cooper’s (1993) hypothesis, that employees who 

are unaware of the change are more reluctant to changing. Based on our findings, we have 

deduced that transparent and open communication during the integration induces high spirit 

amongst the employees and moreover motivation. One of our conclusions is that the 

communication process has been well planned and executed. The fact that the communication 

has been both open and transparent has helped the employees cope with the changes. 

Furthermore, the employees have all seen and realized the benefits with the acquisition. Schuler 

and Jackson (2001) state that well developed communication plans can help an organization 

retain and motivate key employees. They further explain that communication plays a major role 
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both in the integration process and when communicating coming changes (Schuler and Jackson, 

2001). Further, Schweiger and DeNisi (1991) state that a well prepared communication plan can 

help the employees cope with changes and reduce some of the risks associated with stress and 

lack in motivation. As Epstein (2004) and Marks and Mirvis (2011) suggest, overcommunication 

should be used in M&As. But how much information is enough? During the integration we have 

heard employees complain that there is too much information and others have stated that they 

wish for more information. It has also been commented by the HR department that the 

employees have been overburdened with information each week, since every email was as 

important as the other. It was also noted by one interviewee that there was a lot of information 

to embrace at the time, which may have been perceived as too much by some. The employee 

further explained that it was important to acknowledge that some people have different needs 

when receiving information, both in terms of amount and approach. Therefore, the management 

tried to be creative in their approaches; communicating through written means, by speech, and 

allowing the members to discuss. The management also tried to repeat information on purpose 

and, furthermore, informed that there was an intense stream of information. 

Something that could have been done in the case of the restructuring program would have been 

to apply the same simplicity and lucidity which has contributed to the transparency in the 

communication. This could have eased the stress afflicted by the turmoil of severance offers 

around the office. This is something being addressed by Shrivastava, (1986), by engaging in open 

communication problems related to anger, resentment, and hostility can be countered. These 

aspects are apparent throughout CGI’s communication efforts and were something one top 

manager was impressed by. Moreover, that CGI consequently related everything back to the 

management foundation is something that was explained to have had a positive effect. This is 

what helps bring clarity and coherence in the messages. One top manager explained how there, 

continuously throughout the integration, has arisen cultural clashes and that this is something 

that cannot be avoided in a M&A. However, we believe that by communicating simplistically it is 

possible to prevent, or at least ease the effect of, these types of problems. Restructuring is never 

an easy task and the best strategy to apply is open communication and to explain why this is 

necessary and how the process will progress (De Noble et al., 1988). Therefore, the infrastructure 

for cultural adoption should primarily be based on openness and transparency, lowering the risks 

of problems and fostering commitment and understanding amongst the employees. 
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Rumination 

There were little signs of collective rumination at the case company, which otherwise often occur 

in M&As. One of the reasons why this effect arises is that there is too little information available 

(Marmenout, 2011). Collective rumination could be resembled to the effect of gossip and 

unawareness, where falsities can become common knowledge due to rumors (Marmenout, 2011). 

However, it has in this case almost been the opposite effect of collective rumination. The feeling 

that the organization was returning to WM-data created a positive attitude amongst almost 

everyone; even those who had no first-hand experience of WM-data could relate. Some 

interviewees explained that this related to the fact that WM-data truly left a mark on the 

employees and society. One interviewee explained that CGI was somewhat perceived to be the 

knight in shining armor or as a savior because of them acquiring Logica and changing it towards 

the better. Further on, the satisfaction amongst the employees can be measured in other things as 

well. One thing we observed was how employees printed CGI logos and glued over the Logica 

ones on bags and badges, furthermore ex-employees expressed a desire to return to the company. 

Apart from WM-data, another recurring theme was that of dress code. This, however, had not 

been confirmed by anyone in Sweden and was mere suspicions at first; mostly based on the 

images of CGI leaders where they consistently wore suits and ties. However, the dress code can 

be found in the management foundation and it is extremely detailed. This had on the other hand 

not been communicated by the organization or the leaders at first. The strict dress code was 

discussed during informal- and formal interviews in a negative tone and was not appreciated 

amongst almost any of the employees. We believe that it was not appreciated mainly due to the 

fact that it had not been expressed by the managers. However, a few of the informants saw this 

change as positive since they believed that this was a good thing; leading to a consistency in the 

employees’ outfits. This dress code discussion can be linked to Marmenout’s (2011) research of 

‘Peer interaction in mergers’. Her findings indicate that employees who discuss the merger with 

their colleagues had on average a more negative attitude toward the merger, a process described 

as collective rumination. One top manager explained that CGI is perceived as a ”…’Rolls Royce’ 

type of company” in Canada. This was further elaborated on as the company was described to be 

very prosperous and that there existed a certain degree of conservatism. Suggesting that one 

should be well-groomed and decorous, this implies that men should wear ties. However, 

management realized the need for adaptability, suggesting that the members need to adapt to 

their customers. Most important is it to ensure that you are “…clean and tidy as well as businesslike”. 

The interviewed continued by adding that even in the case of dress codes, it is important that we 

have our own culture. We have observed that the people in the offices have changed their 
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clothing from a more casual style to a more business casual style and some of the managers have 

changed totally to a business style. This has also been confirmed in some of the interviews. This 

change is one step closer to becoming a CGI member. The front figures of CGI have always 

worn suits at public events. This is making the employees wanting to dress up, whereas others 

may see it as a requirement. However, we believe that from an infrastructure for cultural 

adoption perspective, the managers should have acted faster in this matter. They could either 

have denied the allegations and rejected them as rumors or taken another approach and verified 

them. Either way, a decision should have been made and actions should have been taken earlier. 

We believe that this could have lowered the effect the dress code later came to have. Kanter and 

Corn (1994) describe how rumination can be discouraged by facilitating numerous factors (e.g. 

respect, open communication etc.) and it is also aligned with the approach CGI in general have 

taken in this integration. 

Summary 

To summarize the communication chapter, we have concluded that communication is vital in any 

change implementation. Furthermore, as is in this case, when concerning for cultural adoption 

one should ensure to utilize numerous channels for spreading the messages. However, one 

should consider which channels to use when delivering a message. In some cases a digital audio 

stream may be suitable and in some cases, as the employees can feel the need to discuss, small 

meetings may be more appropriate. We believe, from analyzing this case, that 

overcommunication is a good method when promoting a message. Another advice is that the 

information should be open and transparent; this can reduce uncertainty among employees as 

well as the risk of negative rumination. In this chapter we have also discussed and analyzed how 

the culture of CGI has been communicated through the leaders. We believe that educating 

leaders so they can convey the culture to the employees, has been a success factor in this 

infrastructure for cultural adoption. 

4.4 The Infrastructure for Cultural Adoption 

We have throughout the previous chapters analyzed and discussed our findings in relation to 

existing theories. These findings which have been identified to play a significant role in the 

cultural adoption and integration of processes are summarized and listed in Table 2. Even though 

experience is not listed as an influential factor, it has been regarded for in the table. However, it is 

present through the results in the three other areas since all decisions have reflected the 

Stockholm office and CGI’s experience throughout the integration. The third column ‘Tools’ 
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contain factors that have been identified to play a significant role in this case study. We 

furthermore believe that these also are factors which could be replicated in some sense so as to 

realize similar benefits in another M&A integration. Therefore, the three areas presented in the 

table below are ‘Planning’, ‘Communication’, and ‘Tools’; whereas all of these are imbued with 

both CGI’s and the Stockholm office experience. 

Table 2, factors to regard for when establishing a cultural infrastructure 

 Planning Communication Tools 

Building a 
new culture 

during a 
M&A 

integration 

Determine a strategy for 
the desired cultural 
endstate 

Why, What, and How - 
The process for 
communicating 

Frameworks and 
steering documents 
should be incorporated 
with the culture 

Focus on the core 
business – Ensure to plan 
so the businesses will 
align 

Decide on a few core 
messages that reflect 
Vision, mission, fit, and 
new business 
opportunities 

Guidelines and IT-
solutions should reflect 
the cultural values that 
are desirable 

Conduct a pre-study and 
evaluate cultural 
differences 

Continuously 
communicate the cultural 
endstate 

Utilize front figures 
from the acquiring firm 
to embody the culture 

Ensure to make 
prioritized divisions in the 
integration plan which 
can act as tollgates 

Storytelling – 
communicate the benefits 
of transforming the 
business 

Educate employees and 
leaders in order to 
ensure that everyone is 
striving towards the 
mutual goal 

Iteratively refine the 
integration plan and make 
sure that it is structured 

Overcommunication – 
continuously repeat the 
benefits and the desired 
outcome 

Managers should enact 
the culture and support 
the change 

Scalability – Ensure to 
account for differences in 
size when planning the 
M&A 

Transparency, lucidity, 
and openness should be 
continuously strived for 
when communicating 

Key performance 
indicators (KPIs) 
should reflect the 
culture 

Speed – act from day one 
but beware when 
compromising on 
variables 

Utilize many different 
communication channels 

Utilize any experience 
from prior M&As or 
change projects 
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5 Conclusions 

As stated in CGI’s annual report: “For CGI, global growth is not an option; it is a necessity” (CGI, 

2012a, p.3). This is aligned with the market trends, indicating that more corporations will 

consolidate and the market will come to be dominated by a few big players (IDG, 2012b). As 

both our research and prior literature indicate, culture plays an important role in the success of 

integrating the acquired firm into the acquirer’s organization, which stipulates the need for this 

kind of research. We have through our study identified numerous factors which all have a 

positive impact on the cultural adoption in an integration, as in the table presented previously. 

We propose that Planning, Communication, and Tools are factors that could be integrated into 

an infrastructure for cultural adoption in order to benefit the process of cultural 

adoption/adaptation. These factors can, however, be categorized into three major subjects as was 

done throughout ‘The first 9 months of the integration’ chapter, these subjects are; Experience, 

Planning, and Communication. However, neither the subjects nor the factors are entirely 

independent but rather impose effects on each other, most notably in the case of experience. 

CGI have throughout the integration had a clear structure for the process of the integration. 

Moreover, it has been emphasized that this process is based on the accumulated experience of 

CGI. They have regarded for cultural differences, the desired cultural endstate, and how to 

transfer the culture. The three previously mentioned aspects are all important to target during a 

M&A integration. Experience is a factor we have identified to impact positively in a M&A. In our 

study it was, however, not only residing with CGI but also at the acquired company which has 

implied that the management in Sweden had a great knowledge of integrations. This experience 

helped the management to adapt processes and tools from CGI which were meant to help in the 

transfer of the new culture. The alteration to processes was mainly to ensure that the processes 

would be compatible with the local needs of the market. Communication was also identified as 

an important factor in the integration. The process of communication is similar to that of change, 

as it should address three topics in order ensure high quality; ‘why’, ‘what’, and ‘how’. In 

accordance with the organization’s values, the communication also reflected transparency, 

lucidity, and openness. In addition, the Swedish management have ensured to utilize numerous 

channels when communicating and thus covered the different needs of the employees. The 

factors influencing the integration are also aspects that need to be regarded for when transferring 

the new culture to the acquired organization. Before initiating the cultural transfer, it is important 

to decide on how the two firms are to change. It is thus important to decide on the integration 

strategy which best fits with the specific case. When the transfer of culture is to take place, it has 
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been identified that the tools and processes need to carry the desired culture, corresponding to 

the defined ‘desired cultural endstate’. One example of this is how the incentive programs of CGI 

are designed to promote the feelings of participation and ownership. These three aspects are not 

only reflected in the bonus system (i.e. SPP and PPP) but also in other processes that have been 

implemented. The management’s efforts in describing and clarifying how the culture is embedded 

in all details and why this culture is something desirable will all affect the adoption and attitude 

towards it. Therefore, planning around activities to ensure the adoption of processes and tools 

and when these should be implemented is of great importance. The amount of changes to 

impose at a time is also to be assessed; too few will imply a long duration and too many will lead 

to difficulties with resources. Another aspect determining the entire timeframe is when the 

implementation starts, a well-thought and planned process enables the acquirer to act from day 

one. This has been identified to have a positive effect as employees early grow awareness of the 

new owner and its intentions. The plan CGI had devised for the integration was later divided into 

modules which included actions and steps that bore similarities in terms of order of priority 

amongst other. The culture was also conveyed by the means of managers communicating it, both 

through actions and words. If the managers believe in the new culture and act in accordance with 

it, the adoption amongst the employees will be easier. Furthermore, when communicating the 

culture and changes, repeating the message will also help the process of establishing the new 

culture. The aspects identified to have had a positive effect on the integration in our case study 

have been based on the experience of CGI and/or the Swedish office. However, it is important 

to realize that not all experience can be directly applied onto another case, since no integration is 

identical to any previous one. Even though some modification may be needed, lessons learned 

can indeed help reduce the risks of mistakes and/or problems. We have concluded that one 

approach to overcoming the difficulties of M&A integrations is to establish an infrastructure for 

the cultural adoption. This infrastructure could address the topics of relevant experience, 

planning, and communication. It is in our beliefs that if these areas are addressed, the frequently 

recurring problem of unsuccessful M&As due to the neglect of culture can be managed. 

However, it is important to realize that culture is not the single aspect that solely dictates a M&As 

success or failure. As Hitt et al. (1998, p. 109) conclude “...no single attribute alone could explain the 

acquisitions success or lack thereof”. 

5.1 Managerial implications 

During the interviews and observations we have come to identify different areas and aspects 

which each and everyone affect the cultural adoption. One important aspect throughout the 
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study has been to ensure management support. This is a natural implication in most challenges 

within an organization, whether it concerns the implementation of a tool or something as grand 

as a M&A. In order to ensure that the managers can give their support, it is of essence to address 

the need of their workload. We have throughout this study realized that the managers have 

carried a large burden, which was the effect of many different things. However, even though the 

increase in workload may be a side-effect from many different factors there need to be a 

continuous dialog regarding this. If the managers would become overburdened this would have 

direct effects on the integrations success. As one interviewee described it, the staff managers are 

continuously burdened with more tasks and assignments, adding up to an amount which could 

be hazardous and therefore limit their focus on the everyday tasks. Another aspect which we 

came to identify early on was that the members actually were not members. This process have 

been expressed as important by the managers of CGI, since being an owner induces a sense of 

responsibility and commitment which otherwise might not exist. Therefore, as the concept of 

member is such a vital part it is of great need to plan for contingencies early on in the process of 

a upcoming M&A. As have been stated previously, it is important to determine the right amount 

of changes to impose at a time. We therefore suggest that big changes, such as that of relocating 

the office, should be handled with care. There is a risk that such a change may impose 

unnecessary tension and stress onto the members, especially in the case where a restructuring 

program is conducted in parallel. 

5.2 Future research 

The future research we suggest can be divided into two different areas, continuing the specific 

case study and observing the results as well as generalizing the findings and determining the 

applicability in another context. First off, it would be of interest to determine the true value of 

offering the employees in an organization to become partners, or otherwise liable to some extent, 

through a shareholder program. This indicates the need for a follow-up study on the specific firm 

(i.e. CGI Stockholm) in order to realize the effects of the infrastructure for cultural adoption, 

where membership was one incentive. On the more general plane, the greatest need lies in 

establishing whether the results of this study hold true in another environment (such as a 

different industry) or not. Thus, we suggest that verifying the generalizability or, in the case the 

generalizability would turn out to be low, to expand the research to become more reliable in a 

general context. Naturally, the next step from there would be to determine if the application of a 

cultural infrastructure would have direct impact on the outcome of a M&A integration. 
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Appendix A - Interviewee representation 

The sample of interviewees in the study is presented in the table below; however, in order to 

assure the preserved anonymity of the interviewees, employment time, gender, and/or function 

need not to correlate over the columns for each of the interviewees. The columns have therefore 

been arranged chronologically or alphabetically, and not to correlate with other variables in the 

table. 

 

Employment year Function/Role/Department Gender 

 1985 Bid Manager Female 

 1987 Business Consultant Female 

 1992 Business Consultant Female 

 1993 Business Consultant Female 

 1994 Business Consultant Female 

 1995 Business Consultant Female 

 1995 Business Consultant Female 

 1997 Business Consultant Female 

 1998 Business Consultant Female 

 1999 Business Consultant Female 

 2000 Business Consultant Female 

 2001 Core Management Female 

 2006 Core Management Female 

 2006 Head of Human Resources for Business Consulting Male 

 2006 Managing Director Application and Technology 

Services 

Male 

 2007 Marketing Manager Male 

 2008 Programme Management Office (PMO) Manager Male 
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 2009 Resource Manager Male 

 2011 Resource Manager Male 

 2011 Sales Director Male 

 2011 Staff Manager Male 

 2012 Staff Manager Male 

 2012 Staff Manager Male 

 2012 Vice President Marketing and Communications Male 

 2012 Vice President Human Resources Male 

 


